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“As an industry we will provide timely, relevant, accurate and consistent 

information – easily understandable and accessible wherever, whenever and 

however required – so that all customers can make informed choices about 
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1. Executive Summary 

The Industry’s Vision for Customer Information 

The industry’s Vision statement in terms of providing information to its customers is: 

 “As an industry we will provide timely, relevant, accurate and consistent information – 

easily understandable and accessible wherever, whenever and however required – so 

that all customers can make informed choices about travel plans or assist others to do 

so.” 

The scope of the Customer Information Strategy is to deliver the Vision. 

Development of the Strategy 

In early 2011, NTF requested the development of a Customer Information Strategy for 

inclusion in the Initial Industry Plan (IIP) in September 2011.  

The strategy was developed through 2011, under the guidance of ATOC Board who 

signed off the strategy in early September 2011. 

The strategy was developed from a whole-industry perspective, with an estimated price 

tag of circa £200m; and this was submitted in the IIP in September 2011. This included 

28 projects, of which 10 were funded and 18 were unfunded. The full list of projects is 

provided in Appendix ii. 

At ATOC Board’s request, a working group was set up that carried out an analysis of 

unfunded projects to identify maximum benefit.  This resulted in a reduction to 10 

projects, with an anticipated cost of circa £67m. The group representatives and their 

recommendations can be found in Appendix iv. 

Further work identified five projects, with a cost of circa £21m, as a set of enabling 

elements – termed as the “Core” – which will enable the TOCs/NR Routes and 3rd 

parties to build upon: doing this will allow local initiatives and innovation to take place, 

ultimately realising the overall objectives of the Customer Information Strategy, using 

the most appropriate technologies at the most suitable time. This approach enables third 

party funding to be leveraged where locally available. 

To achieve this, elements required to deliver the “Core” have been identified. The other 

projects will be take forward through local interventions using the “Core” as an enabler. 

Target Operating Model 

In most areas the provision of customer information is at least adequate under normal 

operational circumstances. It is, however, during severe disruption to train services, and 

particularly the larger incidents, that we are failing our customers. Therefore the focus of 

this strategy is based upon improving this area. 

The focus of the Target Operating Model and of the changes required to deliver it are to 

ensure that information provision is as robust as possible at all times and that the 

arrangements can still function well during major disruption as well as during normal 

operation. 
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In order to understand the difficulties in achieving the Vision for customer information it 

is necessary to understand the need to have multiple versions of the timetable 

contemporaneously on the day of operation.  

There is a need for 3 versions of the timetable: 

 The timetable available for journey planning in advance and which we start each 

day and measure performance against; this is the ‘Planned Timetable’. Network 

Rail’s Train Planning System (ITPS) has been identified as delivering the planned 

timetable. Work is underway to enable a rolling timetable which will lead to the 

planned timetable being available much further in advance. 

 There are variances to the Planned Timetable on the day of operation so it is 

necessary to modify the Planned Timetable on the day; this information is the 

‘Operational Timetable’. Network Rail’s planned Traffic Management System 

(TMS) has been identified as delivering the operational timetable. The TMS 

Programme is currently being developed by NR. 

 There is the timetable which is presented to the customer – a translation of the 

Operational Timetable in real time to the customer; this is the ‘Customer 

Timetable’. National Rail Enquiries’ Darwin has been identified as delivering the 

customer timetable.  

The following diagram shows how systems will interface in the Target Operating Model 

upon delivery of Network Rail’s TMS and the Customer Information Strategy:  
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“Core” Projects 

5 projects have been identified to build on existing elements in order to deliver the 

“Core”. There are: 

1) TMS / Resource Planning Interface: the integration of TMS with TOC rolling 

stock and train crew resource allocation systems – this is required to give 

operators awareness of the location of their resources during disruption to aid 

more effective operational re-planning. 

2) TMS / Darwin Interface: the integration of TMS with Darwin (National Rail 

Enquiries’ real time train information system) – this is required to feed 

operational amendments and train movements into Darwin.  

3) GPS Gateway: creating a gateway to enable information from train-borne GPS 

to feed into downstream customer-facing systems – this is required to give 

greater knowledge of train location.  

4) Darwin CIS: providing all station customer information screens with real time 

information from Darwin – this is required to provide station information systems 

with consistent real time information. 

5) Darwin PIS feed: providing a train centric data output from Darwin to enable 

on-train systems to show real time information on board – this is required to 

provide on-train information systems with consistent real time information.  

 

Business Case 

To quantify the benefits from a strategy which creates an industry architecture, and 

therefore a platform on which franchisees/routes/PTEs/third parties can construct local 

solutions, we asked MVA to prepare an outline Business Case.  It addressed the financial 

and the societal benefits that are likely to arise from: 

 Investment in better customer information particularly when there is disruption 

 Investment in integrating resource management tools for crew and rolling stock 

into NR’s TMS to enable a TOC to better respond to disruption 

 Investment in integrating TMS into Darwin to provide enriched data through to all 

customer information channels 

 Investment in developing the necessary components to enhance Darwin as the 

central repository for customer information 

The Business Case identified that delivering the strategy would not only be beneficial to 

customers - in terms of improved information – but would also be financially positive to 

the industry. The “financially positive” assessment (2002 PV) included:  

 Passenger benefits estimated at circa £139m 

 TOC station and on-train staff efficiency savings of circa £57m 

 Additional passenger revenue due to stimulated demand would be circa £15m 

What will be better for customers? 
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Following delivery of the Strategy, the information customers require will be made 

available to them over a range of media. Exactly how, when and by what means will be 

determinable by the customer choice and the market’s ability to support that choice. 

Improvements include: 

 Provision of information in advance of the journey - customers will be able to plan 

their journeys much earlier and, on key routes, will also be able to purchase 

tickets much earlier. 

 Personalisation - the use of personalisation to ensure customers’ specific needs 

are met.  

 Information at the station - information will be presented in a consistent manner 

no matter who is operating trains from a particular station. Real time train 

running information will be available at all stations through the use of CIS 

solutions powered directly from Darwin. 

 Staff information tools – staff will be equipped with the relevant tools to carry out 

their customer service roles.  

 Information on the train - customers will be advised visually and audibly about 

their train’s progress during the journey.  

 Information off station - where a good service is in operation, this will be 

promoted; through the National Service Indicator, and through Social Media 

channels. 

 Information post journey - Information at stations will signpost the customer on 

specifics regarding who and how to contact the train company regarding 

aftercare requirements: lost property, customer relations, delay repay etc. 

 Innovation - 3rd Party developers will be encouraged to provide innovative 

solutions to customers’ growing information requirements. This will be possible 

by continuing to offer 3rd Party developers access to Darwin. 
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2. Background 

Good customer information makes rail travel more attractive. Some benefits can be 

captured through the fare box. There is an additional and important proportion which 

expresses itself in greater satisfaction with rail travel.  

There is currently a gap between expectations and what is delivered, particularly at 

times of disruption. These expectations are growing as customers’ experience the 

opportunities new technology can bring. We therefore have to run to keep still, and 

sprint to close the expectations gap. 

There is a new passenger operator’s licence condition which says:  

“The purpose is to secure the provision of appropriate, accurate and timely information 

to enable railway passengers and prospective passengers to plan and make their 

journeys with a reasonable degree of assurance, including when there is disruption”. 

ORR acknowledges that the pace of improvement will be constrained by the availability 

of funding. 
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3. Development of the Customer Information Strategy 

In early 2011, NTF requested the development of a Customer Information Strategy for 

inclusion in the Initial Industry Plan (IIP) in September 2011.  

The strategy was developed through 2011, under the guidance of ATOC Board, and 

ATOC Board signed off the strategy – which had been developed in consultation with 

Network Rail and agreed at NTF – in early September 2011. 

The strategy was developed from a whole-industry perspective, with an estimated price 

tag of circa £200m; and this was submitted in the IIP in September 2011. This was 

made up from 28 projects; 10 funded and 18 unfunded. The £200m included big-ticket 

items such as train fitment for GPS tracking. The full list of projects is provided in 

Appendix i. 

ATOC Board requested rationalisation of the projects and set up a working group that 

included Network Rail to review the projects. Analysis was carried out on the unfunded 

projects to identify maximum benefit.  This resulted in a reduction to 10 projects, with 

an anticipated cost of circa £67m. The list of representatives that made up the group 

and their recommendations can be found in Appendix iv. 

MVA were retained to develop a Business Case for the strategy. This identified that 

carrying out the strategy would not only be beneficial to customers - in terms of 

improved information – but would also be financially positive to the industry. The 

“financially positive” assessment (2002 PV) included:  

1) TOC station and on-train staff efficiency savings of circa £57m 

2) Additional passenger revenue due to stimulated demand would be circa £15m 

3) Passenger benefits estimated at circa £139m 

Given that the benefits of delivering the strategy proved to be financially viable, the 

decision to expedite delivery through the development of an overarching group of 

projects was taken. It was agreed at NTF and ATOC Board that the most appropriate way 

to deliver the overall objectives of the Customer Information Strategy would be to 

provide the set of enabling elements – termed as the “Core” – which would enable the 

TOCs/NR Routes and 3rd parties to build upon: doing this will allow local initiatives and 

innovation to take place using the most appropriate technologies at the most suitable 

time. 

Rather than being prescriptive, this approach is mindful of the changing nature of 

technology, the different local circumstances for delivery and the TOCs being at different 

stages of readiness to implement or exploit the “Core”. 

To achieve this, elements required to deliver the “Core” have been identified, as set out 

later in this section. These can be developed and implemented in parallel to the rollout of 

Network Rail’s TMS to ensure the exploitation of the existing TOC assets and 

investments that have already been committed. 

As much of the programme of works will need to run in parallel with the development of 

TMS, and because of the need to be able to support local delivery, the “Core” will look to 

cater for a considerable degree of flexibility in the way it enables local development in 
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alignment with the overall Customer Information Strategy. It is intended that this will 

encourage the maximum amount of innovation, third party investment and local 

solutions that meet local needs. The estimated cost for the delivering the “Core” is 

£21m. 

The projects that make up the “Core” will provide integration between Network Rail’s 

Traffic Management System and TOC resource allocation systems; integration between 

the Traffic Management System with Darwin which will provide consistent information to 

all customer channels; the development of a GPS gateway for better train location; 

provision of consistent real time train running information to stations and the provision 

of a feed for consistent real time train running information to on-rain  systems. 

The package of projects identified to deliver the “Core” is: 

1) TMS / Resource Planning Interface - the integration of the TMS system being 

developed by Network Rail with TOC rolling stock and train crew systems.  

 

2) TMS / Darwin Interface - linking the TMS operational timetable with Darwin. 

This will allow the benefits of TMS data to be available to customers.  

 

3) GPS Gateway - creating a gateway to enable information from train-borne GPS 

to feed into downstream customer information systems.   

 

4) Darwin CIS – providing all station customer information screens with real time 

information from Darwin (this is now funded through NSIP). 

 

5) Darwin PIS feed – providing a train centric data output from Darwin to enable 

on-train systems to show real time information on board. 
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4. Current Core project statuses 

TMS / Resource Planning Interface 

Network Rail is developing the specification for a Layered Information Exchange (LINX) 

which will act as a single standard interface.1To enable current (and future) industry 

systems, like train crew and fleet, to talk to the Traffic Management System (TMS). 

Work is ongoing with the TOCs to determine the requirements for a number of different 

systems interfaces with the LINX, which included train crew and fleet. A workshop in 

early May 2013 helped to identify the high level requirements.  

We will now looking to work with a small group of TOCs to refine these and then develop 

a standard interface specification which will support all of the TOCs’ requirements. 

TMS / Darwin Interface 

We have supplied the LINX architects the current method by which Darwin receives and 

sends data. It was agreed that in the development of TMS these protocols will be 

considered. The development of the prototypes is progressing and we will engage with 

the suppliers to determine the data exchange at the appropriate time. This will include 

the provision of a National Rail Enquiries resource (which Network Rail has agreed to 

fund) to specify the data interchange required. 

The current plan for first deployment is the Control Centre Upminster towards the end of 

2015 at which point we will be able to test the data transfer between TMS and Darwin.  

We have been in discussion with the Thamleslink project team who have an objective to 

reduce the dwell time at stations – there are currently 8 CIS operating in the Thameslink 

area which will be brought together by Darwin CIS; however, the current Thameslink 

programme thinking is to develop an interface directly between the new Automated 

Train Supervisory System (ATSS) and the CIS. This will be a retrograde step as by this 

time the CIS would be fed directly from Darwin. We are therefore looking to develop an 

interface from ATSS into Darwin. ATSS is currently in its feasibility stage (until end 

2013) so we are working with the Thameslink project team to make sure that their 

development is aligned with the Customer Information Strategy. 

GPS Gateway  

Progress has been made on the development of the GPS Gateway. Network Rail has 

commissioned Atos to build on the solution currently in use by Northern Trains. A 

Steering Group containing Network Rail, National Rail Enquiries and Atos has been set up 

to oversee the delivery of the Gateway and to specify the requirements to ensure 

suppliers can interface with it. 

The Gateway will enable trains fitted with GPS to output into Network Rail’s Trust 

system, which will represent train position as movements against virtual Trust reporting 

points, which will be output to downstream systems. The accuracy of reporting through 

                                           
1 Network Rail has engaged with three suppliers – Thales, Hitachi and Signaling Solutions Ltd. - to develop the 

prototype system which covers 10 capability areas of the Traffic Management System, which is currently 

progressing. 
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the GPS will be handled by an algorithm in the Atos system before it reaches Trust; 

therefore erroneous reports will be discarded. 

The project is being delivered in two phases: 

1) Develop an interface to the Nomad solution, used by Northern - we are also in 

discussions with Arriva Trains Wales who are currently trialling the Nomad 

solution with a view to a wider roll out.  

2) Develop the interface with a further 2 GPS suppliers’ systems and develop a 

standard interface for all other suppliers to work with.  

The next step (after phases 1 and 2 above have been completed) will be to take the raw 

GPS feed so we can utilize the additional information (the train’s co-ordinates, speed and 

direction etc.) and process this in Darwin to give a more refined prediction. 

Darwin CIS 

Both Virgin Trains (July 2011) and Chiltern (September 2012) stations’ CIS are being fed 

by Darwin.  

Phase 2, which is the National Rollout, is making good progress with the software 

development and is on track against the baselined timeline. The suppliers (Thales, Atos 

and Amey) are working well together and are sharing information at monthly suppliers’ 

meetings.  

Contracts are now signed for Phase 3 suppliers Ketech and Siemens and the works have 

commenced. We have built in the option for an early go-live in April 2014 with Chiltern 

Railways and the Ketech CIS so that the end to end solution can be tested in the real 

world prior to commencing rollout with Atos CIS customers. 

Lastly, following feedback that Northern Rail are reviewing their  setup with their CIS 

supplier Funkwerk, we have commissioned a feasibility study to review the options for 

Northern Rail and the Darwin CIS project, with a focus on sustainability and best use of 

industry money.  

Darwin PIS feed 

We have been researching the market to find what systems are currently available – 

including discussions with PIS suppliers and fleet manufacturers - with a view to create a 

specification for a solution to deliver this feed. We are mindful where possible to use 

equipment already fitted. 

We will shortly be putting together a specification for a standard interface. 
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5. Governance Structure 

Customer Information is an area in which top-level commitment has been variable over 

many years. For the industry to be seen to be serious about meeting its customers’ 

needs in this increasingly high profile area requires a credible and effective governance 

structure to be put in place which can make decisions and implement change across the 

industry. 

The governance arrangements for Customer Information which were approved in March 

2013 clarify roles of different industry bodies and streamline compared to previous 

arrangements (PISG and PIDD workstreams closed down for example). At its heart is the 

Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board. 

Figure 1 

 

 

Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board 

Purpose of the Board 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board monitors the progress of all projects 

in the Strategy and is responsible for ensuring delivery (often involving the participation 

of industry partners) of each of the 5 projects which make up the “Core” – making 

funding applications for delivery to NSIP Board (or its successor), or other funders, as 

and when appropriate.  
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Key responsibilities 

i. To ensure engagement is being achieved with all affected stakeholders and 

those to be affected as the Strategy projects evolve. 

 

ii. To assist in removing organisational obstacles that may present themselves 

during the course of delivering the Strategy projects. 

 

iii. To inform and be informed by industry policy and to develop further guidance, 

policies or proposals as necessary. 

 

iv. To agree project baselines and tolerances (change control), to review progress 

of the design and implementation of each project, to review and manage 

project risks and to assist in the management of each project including 

timescales and budgets. 

 

v. To prepare progress reports and to ensure appropriate links and 

communication channels are maintained with other industry bodies – ATOC 

Board, NSIP Board, NTF, TISL Board, NTF-OG and Operations Council. 

 

vi. To oversee industry-wide communications to support the programme, 

including stakeholders and media management. 

 

vii. To provide oversight for the Information Development Group. 

 

viii. To seek agreement to proceed with any project from other Boards / groups 

when the delivery of the project impacts upon the Board / group operationally 

– either in terms of process or cost. (An example of this is where TISL will be 

required to fund additional operational charges for Darwin following delivery of 

a project).  

 

ix. To apply for funding for project delivery from NSIP Board, its successor body 

or other funding body as appropriate. 

 

x. To ratify any funding requests made by the Information Development Group to 

NSIP Board (or its successor body or other funding bodies) to make sure the 

requests are aligned with the Customer Information Strategy and make best 

use of the “Core”. 

Board membership, frequency and relationships 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will meet every 2 months and should 

not meet less than quarterly.  

The Board has representation from TOCs, Network Rail and TISL and is chaired by a TOC 

or Network Rail member. Ideally, TOC representatives will be members of other senior 

groups – ATOC Board, NSIP Board, TISL Board, NTF, NTF-OG and Operations Council to 

provide a link with high level decision-making authorities. 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board reports to ATOC Board and liaises 

with NSIP Board, TISL Board, NTF, NTF-OG and Operations Council.  
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This Board will set up specialist groups for individual strategy projects when required. 

Responsibilities of other Groups and Boards 

This section lays out the responsibility of other Boards or Groups in relation to the 

Customer Information Strategy:  

ATOC Board 

ATOC Board owns the overall direction of the strategy for the industry at a senior level. 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board reports to ATOC Board on all 

Strategy projects. 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will seek approval from ATOC Board 

for changes to the Strategy. 

NSIP Board 

As the primary funder of the Customer Information Strategy projects, a member of NSIP 

Board (or its successor in CP5) will sit on the Customer Information Strategy Delivery 

Board. 

NSIP Board will be responsible for allocating funds in accordance with NSIP funding 

rules. 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will report progress to NSIP Board on 

all strategy projects funded by NSIP Board. 

TISL Board 

As the owner of Darwin (the defined Customer Timetable), TISL is responsible for the 

system’s maintenance and development.  

In terms of development under the Customer Information Strategy, TISL Board will need 

to be consulted on any project, prior to its commencement, to carry out a full impact 

assessment on Darwin as a result of the project – including development and any 

operational or project management costs.  

Where the impact assessment reveals uplift in costs to TISL, the Customer Information 

Strategy Delivery Board will require agreement from TISL Board prior to commencement 

of the project. 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will report progress to TISL Board on 

all strategy projects. 

NTF 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will update NTF on progress on all 

strategy projects and the general direction of the strategy. 

NTF-OG 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will liaise with NTF-OG on strategy 

projects that may have an impact on any operational aspects of the running of the 

railway.  
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The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will report progress to NTF-OG on all 

strategy projects and the general direction of the strategy. 

Operations Council 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will liaise with Operations Council on 

strategy projects that may have an impact on operational aspects of the running of the 

railway that affect train operators.  

Information Development Group 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will ratify any potential funding 

requests made by the Information Development Group to NSIP Board to make sure they 

are aligned with the Customer Information Strategy and make best use of the “Core”. 

 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will provide updates to the 

Information Development Group on each of the strategy projects so that the group can 

make best use of the developments in a timely manner. 

 

The Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board will be responsible for signing off the 

Good Practice Guides for Customer Information. 

Information Development Group 

Purpose of the Group 

The Information Development Group is a practitioner group reviewing how TOCs and 3rd 

Parties (e.g. PTE’s) propose to leverage the “Core” services delivered by the Strategy 

projects, under the guidance of to the Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board. 

The group will also serve to identify customers’ requirements and be responsible for the 

maintenance and development of the industry’s Good Practice Guides for Customer 

Information as well as for tracking their use. 

Key responsibilities 

The Key responsibilities of the group are as below: 

i. To gain agreement from the Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board 

that projects are aligned with the Customer Information Strategy in order to 

apply for funding (from funding bodies such as NSIP) to deliver the projects – 

either locally by TOC or for national improvements 

 

ii. To facilitate Customer Focus Groups on hot topics to understand customers’ 

requirements 

 

iii. To explore initiatives in all areas of information with a view to developing front 

end improvements in providing information to customers in alignment with 

the Customer Information Strategy  

 

iv. To keep up-to-date the Good Practice Guides for providing information to 

Customers and seek agreement from the Customer Information Strategy 

Delivery Board regarding changes and updates to the Guides. 
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Group membership and relationships 

The Information Development Group will meet every 2 months and should not meet less 

than quarterly.  

The Group has representation from TOCs, Network Rail, Passenger Focus and TISL. 

Ideally, the Chair will be member of the Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board. 

The Information Development Group reports to the Customer Information Strategy 

Delivery Board. 
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6. The Strategy for Customer Information 

In devising the strategy we have sought to take a customer-centric approach. We have 

expressed the strategy in terms of “what will be better for customers”. We have started 

from the customer requirements informed by research and a document review, reviewed 

the Vision from 2008, and revised the Principles for the strategy. We have analysed the 

Current Operating Model – including the current costs for providing customer information 

- and the issues it creates, and determined the Target Operating Model. We have looked 

at what is required to deliver this Target Operating Model, by whom, at what cost and 

under what governance and we have included activities underway currently as well as 

improvements since winter 2010/11 under PIDD. 

Implementation of the strategy will deliver many customer benefits. The key benefits will 

be: 

 Mitigation in place to reduce the chance of  tickets being sold for trains that will 

no longer run 

 Front line staff will be better informed and more empathetic and responsive to 

customer needs 

 Information will reflect the latest controllers’ decisions on amended train services 

 Real time information will be based on more accurate train location and predicted 

running data 

 The ability to plan and book journeys earlier; potentially up to a year in advance 

on key routes 

 Improved timetable quality around the 6-monthly timetable change-overs 

 Information will be consistent across all channels and all media 

 Customer information that is personalised to the needs of each customer 

 Real time information on train fed from one central system 

 Real time journey planning and journey re-planning on trains 

 An open and competitive market for suppliers and developers to provide 

innovative information solutions for TOCs and customers 

The benefits to the industry of delivering this strategy are: 

 Improved public reputation of rail as a modern safe and effective means of 

transport 

 Improved public reputation of rail as treating customers fairly and reasonably 

 Improved position with government and regulators in regards to getting major 

issues sorted out 

 Effort reduction through abolition of multiple re-keying of data 

 Effort reduction through reduction in duplicate systems functionality 
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 Improved customer satisfaction with likely knock-on to increased revenue 

 Improved staff commitment especially of front line staff through them feeling 

empowered to handle customers properly in all situations. 

The strategy proposes a Target Operating Model (see section 14) with significant 

changes from the current situation. Some of these are: 

 A Rolling Timetable approach to the 6-monthly timetable changes 

 Staff management practices that ensure that site, control, front line and 

management staff have customer information needs embedded in their training 

and performance management 

 Validated contingency plans preloaded into the Network Rail timetabling system 

 Implementation of decision support tools for controllers that integrate stock and 

crew availability into recovery plans for every incident – and the ability to track 

and communicate with train crew 

 Use of GPS to improve train tracking in many operational areas 

 Adoption of the Traffic Management System under development proposed by 

Network Rail as the repository of the “Operational Timetable” 

 Adoption of Darwin as the repository of the “Customer Timetable” used by all 

customer contact channels 

 Adoption of Service Disruption feed by 3rd parties and train operators from NRCC 

to supply one version of information regarding the incident description to the 

customer; Problem, Impact and Advice as per the Core Message 

 Publication of Darwin changes in a “timetable feed” and the adoption of this by 

third parties as well as train operators 

 Provision of “push” messages from controls to relevant front line staff to alert 

them to an incident, combined with the ability for each staff member to “pull” the 

information they need to satisfy specific customer enquiries or to make 

announcements 

 Central dissemination of customer-facing messages and messages for customers 

who use self-service channels 

 Use of social media to provide pro-active messaging and interaction with 

customers. 
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7. The Purpose of this Strategy 

Severe individual incidents as well as periods of national poor weather have shown that, 

whilst much has been done to move towards satisfying customers’ information 

requirements, the end output is rarely adequate in terms of providing a reasonable 

customer experience during periods of serious disruption to train services. 

The industry has worked hard in this area, and further work is underway currently. 

However this has until now been approached in a way that has two flaws: 

1) Initiatives have been designed and taken forward in a piecemeal fashion, and often 

without clear reporting of progress or appropriate measurement of improved outputs. 

2) The approach has been to make improvements from the starting point of the 

processes and systems that already exist. 

This strategy approaches this area from a whole-system perspective, and takes as its 

starting point the customers’ requirements based on research as well as on customer 

feedback and on reports by Passenger Focus and others. These have been used to 

review the Vision for Customer Information. 

The strategy aims to identify the issues inherent in the current operating model - and 

the cost to the TOCs of delivering customer information based on the current operating 

model – and the desired target operating model for the generation and provision of 

information to customers both directly and through front-line staff.  

The strategy sets out: 

 the current operating model (processes and costs) 

 what good will look like (the Vision, Principles and Customer Requirements) 

 the model which could deliver that (the Target Operating Model) 

 what will be better in customer experience terms in the short term and at its 

conclusion by the end of CP5 

 what is needed to achieve that, in terms of Quick Wins, short term and longer 

term changes 

 the characteristics of the governance structure  required to deliver the strategy 

 the funding required to deliver the strategy, and 

 the roles and responsibilities in delivery and an outline implementation plan 
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8. The Vision for Customer Information  

In 2008, the Passenger Information Strategy Group (PISG) set out to understand exactly 

what customers wanted. Through a series of focus groups and research undertaken 

jointly between Passenger Focus and National Rail Enquiries, customers determined that 

the following should be the industry’s Vision statement in terms of providing information 

to its customers: 

“As an industry we will provide timely, relevant, accurate and consistent information – 

easily understandable and accessible wherever, whenever and however required – so 

that all passengers can make informed choices about their travel plans” 

The PISG continues its work on collecting, sharing and measuring uptake of best 

practices. As part of this it continues to facilitate focus groups to understand customer 

requirements in detail in specific areas, and the Vision is revalidated at each focus group. 

In reviewing the Vision as part of developing this Strategy, we believe that it now needs 

to be broadened to recognise that we are providing information for the full range of 

customers and third parties, not just for passengers. 

The Vision for Customer Information has therefore been redrafted as follows: 

“As an industry we will provide timely, relevant, accurate and consistent information – 

easily understandable and accessible wherever, whenever and however required – so 

that all customers can make informed choices about travel plans or assist others to do 

so.” 

“Timely” means at the point when the recipient requires it. 

“Relevant” means the information that is needed by the recipient. 

“Accurate” means the information supplied will be the most up-to-date information 

available when supplied, and will reflect the current plan and how it is operating. 

“Consistent” means that information will be the same no matter what channel the 

recipient accesses it from. 

“Understandable” means that we will present the information in a way that its meaning 

is clear. 

“Accessible” means that the information will be made available in many forms to aid its 

use. 

“Wherever” means the information will be accessible through multiple channels so that 

recipients have access on the move. 

“Whenever” means the information will be available at all times. 

“However” means the information will be available in whatever format best suits the 

recipient. 

“Customers” means anyone requiring information about rail services. This includes those 

thinking about travelling by train either themselves or on behalf of another, those 
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travelling by train, those meeting/bidding farewell to train travellers, and those providing 

travel information or agency services. 

“Informed choices” means the information will enable recipients’ to plan what to do if 

things go wrong. 
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9. The Principles on which this Strategy is built 

From the Vision we have developed a number of Principles to guide the formulation of 

this Strategy. They are that the Strategy will: 

 be customer-centric and empower the customer to directly access information at 

any time about their journey through any media they wish – and the information 

will be consistent across all channels. 

 

 improve the flow of information to front line staff and enable them to confidently 

and competently fulfil their customers’ needs; information will become easy for 

them to access, and targeted to their expressed need, and will become core to 

their customer service activities. 

 

 make sure that front line staff will not be in the position where their customers 

know more than they do – and wherever possible, staff will be aware of 

disruptions and recovery plans when customers approach them. 

 

 ensure that staff (site, control, front line and management) are appropriately 

hired, trained, performance measured and managed to meet customers 

information needs. 

 

 enable customer information during disruption to be generated from the business-

as-usual activities of running the railway, by using integration of systems to tap 

into operational decisions as they happen. 

 

 provide an open market for developers to develop innovative solutions across 

multiple channels and applications to suit the changing needs and expectations of 

customers. 

 

 provide the base architecture to enable the TOCs, NR routes and 3rd parties to 

build upon. By delivering the “Core” centrally, as opposed to the full programme 

of unfunded projects, it will allow local initiatives and innovation to take place to 

deliver the optimal solutions by using the most appropriate technologies at the 

most suitable times. This approach enables third party funding to be leveraged 

where locally available. 
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10. The Scope of this Strategy 

The scope of the strategy encompasses all parts of a customer’s information needs for 

their journey. These include the planning of the journey in advance, through to their 

destination (and back again); and any aftercare they may need. 

In most areas the provision of customer information is at least adequate under normal 

operational circumstances. It is, however, during severe disruption to train services, and 

particularly the larger incidents, that we are failing our customers. Therefore the focus of 

this strategy is based upon improving this area. 

The focus of the Target Operating Model and of the changes required to deliver it are to 

ensure that information provision is as robust as possible at all times and that the 

arrangements can still function well during major disruption as well as during normal 

operation. 

The scope of the strategy is therefore defined as:  

 Information in advance of travel  

 Information during the journey 

o off-station 

o at the station  

o on the train 

 Information post journey 

All of these aspects need to be addressed in the categories of: 

1) People 

2) Process 

3) Systems. 

The Good Practice Guides for delivering information, as developed by the Passenger 

Information Strategy Group (PISG) and agreed previously by NRE Board, ATOC 

Commercial Board and ATOC Operations Council, are the benchmark which the industry 

uses to measure itself in delivering information to its customers when train services are 

running normally. Accordingly, the ongoing work under the guidance of the Information 

Development Group will develop upon established good practice principles, and roll them 

out, will continue. 
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11. The Customers’ Requirements 

Through a series of research projects, desktop research, customer focus groups plus 

feedback through NRE and TOC channels and on reports by Passenger Focus and others, 

we are able to outline the customers’ requirements as set out in this section.  

Information provided up to the day before the journey 

Information that customers need to plan their journeys should be available to them as 

far in advance as possible via all sources, including the internet, call centres, travel 

agents and railway stations. This should include timetable and fares information 

(cognisance is given to the Fares Review to be conducted by the DfT re structure and 

complexity of fares), any available promotions and any other supplementary information 

they may require to plan their journey.  

Customers wishing to reserve seats for their journeys, or to make Advance Purchase 

bookings, should be able to do so as far in advance as possible – potentially up to a year 

in advance (these bookings will carry the caveat to include any changes to the timetable 

through operational requirements made after the booking, and this would necessitate a 

change in customers’ bookings, which will be communicated. 

Requirements on the day before travel  

Where it is known in advance that journeys will be disrupted, information should be 

provided to customers proactively, so that they are in a position to re-plan. This may 

take the form of personalised automated information, provided by email or messaging, 

according to the ticket purchase and/or the parameters established by the customer for 

keeping him informed.  

When customers have planned a journey, they may check the day before travel that 

their journey arrangements remain as planned. This may involve checking a website or 

contact centre about any expected alterations as a result of an incident or engineering 

work. Should there be an incident of sufficient severity to affect their journey on the 

following day the customer should be made aware.   

Requirements on the day of travel  

If a customer chooses to purchase a ticket from the station for travel on the same day, it 

is reasonable for him to be informed of any disruption and to be advised what alternative 

course of action might be appropriate. Real-time re-planning advice should be available 

at all stations. This should be done in advance of purchasing the ticket, so that he can 

choose not to travel, should he wish to do so.  

On the assumption that a passenger arrives at the station expecting the train to be 

running normally, information such as the platform, formation and expected arrival time 

should be communicated. It may be that the calling pattern or other detail has been 

amended, in which case this information should also be communicated.  

During disruption, customers require two types of information: 

 one is the overview of the incident, the problem, impact and advice – as per the 

Core Message, 

 the other is train-level information; how the incident in affecting the train service, 

and their journey in particular.  
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In the event of disruption, the reasons for the delay should be communicated to 

customers. It is also important to tell customers the estimated impact of this delay on 

their journey.  Updating customers when the situation changes so as to help them to re-

plan.  

Customers should always be given an estimate for how long any disruptive event is likely 

to last.  

When a train is cancelled, or the calling pattern changes, this information should be 

available to customers as soon as possible after a decision is made.  

Predicted arrival and departure times for each train at stations where it is scheduled to 

call should be made available to customers based on the location of each train and how 

it is running against the planned timetable. 

Customers should receive consistent information whether they use a smartphone, a 

website, make an enquiry to a contact centre, view the CIS or ask a member of staff at 

the station. 

During disruption customers need accurate information about alternative means of 

travel. To do this requires realistic alternative options to be in place. It also involves a 

clear and consistent message to be given to the customer about ticket acceptance on the 

alternative service.  

Requirements during the journey 

During the journey, the principal requirement is to ensure that customers are provided 

with regular information on any delays or other incidents. Such information is 

communicated primarily by on board information systems or over the public address 

system.  

Given the expansion in mobile telephony, many customers have immediate access to 

websites with real train running information or to social networking sites such as Twitter. 

It is therefore important that information communicated to passengers on board the 

train, or available to them, is consistent with, and as up to date as, what they may see 

on any mobile device.  

Customers should be informed of the reason for any delay and whether any further delay 

is expected.   

In the event of disruption customers should be provided with appropriate information, in 

real time, to enable them to continue their journey. This should encompass information 

on revisions to ticket validity. When the situation demands, journey re-planning advice 

should include modes other than just rail.  

Customers should be given information when trains are very overcrowded, and on longer 

distance routes, should be supplied with options made available to them about 

alternative trains or routes available to them.  

Requirements following the journey 

Following the journey, the customer may have further information requirements, 

including onward journey information, refunds, compensation claims (if the train is 

delayed or another problem has occurred) or lost property: they may wish to comment 

on the service to the train operator. Requirements for this information will usually be for 
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static information, but it needs to be available to the customer via all channels and 

across all media.  

Continuous improvement 

As an industry we need to adopt a culture of continuous improvement. In regard to this, 

we need to continue to listen to our customers’ requirements and develop our thinking 

based upon their changing needs. 
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12. Current Operating Model 

This section outlines the Current Operating Model. By operating model we mean the way 

the industry organises its people, process and systems to deliver its objectives – in this 

case, the delivery of customer information.  

The following diagram shows the complexity of the Current Operating Model; mapping 

the interfaces and information flows between the planning and operational environments 

through to the delivery of information to customer-facing output channels. 

This diagram does not show processes or the people involved in those processes because 

they vary by TOC / Route and are extremely complex. The following section serves to 

highlight how complex this issue is.  

Figure 2 – Current Operating Model 

 

Processes 

In order to capitalise from the use of technology, and the improvements it can offer, the 

number of interdependencies between processes in the operating environment need to 

be reviewed. 

The processing of information behind every day operational actions like amendments to 

a train’s calling pattern, or the cancellation of a train need to be made far simpler. One 

action from the decision-maker needs to flow through all systems from the point of 

entry. 

The processes need to be redefined to deliver a simpler architecture through the use of 

integrated systems;  pulling together information from various existing or redesigned 
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systems – either through Network Rail’s Traffic Management Strategy (TMS) or through 

development under this strategy. Work is already underway to simplify current 

processes; for example, the new Integrale VSTP interface is one such system: this 

enables controllers to amend train schedules in TRUST more quickly and in bulk.  

This is a piece of work that needs to be undertaken to ensure that systems are 

developed according to best practice processes.  

Cancelling a Train  

To illustrate the complexity of current processes and the variability in similar processes 

around the industry, we have selected the process of cancelling a single train and set out 

in the diagrams below how this is done in 4 TOCs for the cancellation to flow to all 

customer-facing systems. 

These diagrams highlight a simplified view of the processes required to be undertaken in 

systems that are, or can be, used for customer information (we have not included 

operational systems, e.g. stock and crew).  The flow does not represent a time line 

insofar that we are aware that trains are not always cancelled in TRUST before the 

train’s departure time. However, for illustration purposes we have assumed that the 

cancellation has been made in all appropriate systems.   

Current Process Maps 

Figure 3 – c2c process map – cancellation of a train 
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Figure 4 – First Great Western process map – cancellation of a train 
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Figure 5 – Virgin Trains process map – cancellation of a train 
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Figure 6 – CrossCountry process map – cancellation of a train 

 

 

These process diagrams highlight the disparate systems currently in use, and the 

amount of human intervention to affect a change in all customer output systems. This is 

both time-consuming and costly. 

The simplest of these processes involves 3 people and the most complex involves 8. 
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13. Current Cost of Providing Customer Information 

In this section, we seek to identify the baseline costs of providing customer information. 

To achieve this, a questionnaire was sent to all train operators. These were completed to 

varying degrees – some not completed at all, some completed fully and the others 

somewhere in between.  

The reasons given were:  

 Some TOCs were not prepared to give actual costs for their systems, and limited 

themselves to a range of costs, for reasons of confidentiality. 

 Many of the systems fulfil a vital role in other processes on the railway, especially 

in operations and calculation of train running performance, such that 

estimating what proportion of their functionality is used for providing 

information systems can be no more than professional judgment.  

 Many staff fulfil a range of different roles, especially at the station, and allocating 

a percentage of their time to providing customers with information is an 

arbitrary process.   

In order to achieve an estimated whole-TOC cost for the provision of information, we 

have extrapolated the figures we have received: we have done this one a like-for-like 

TOC basis – using relevant data from other operators based on the operator whose 

market (including stations and services) seems most similar to the missing operator’s. It 

should therefore be emphasised that this estimation of costs is intended to give order of 

magnitude costs only.  

We have included National Rail Enquiries’ costs but it should be noted that we have not 

included Network Rail’s costs.  

Definition of costs 

To estimate the staff costs, we have sought information on the number of staff involved 

in providing customer information through direct input to customer information systems 

e.g. a CIS Controller. We have excluded the cost of staff where their primary function is 

not in providing customer information, but where a portion of their time may be 

attributed towards it, e.g. a Guard.  

The costs of a system are primarily its set-up costs and its ongoing maintenance. This 

includes coding and making updates, to ensure that the system fulfils its objectives. 

Systems may serve several different purposes: TRUST, for example, is both a tool to 

assist calculation of delay attribution, but is also used in some TOCs to assist staff in the 

front line with timetable enquiries.  

The level of usage of the systems and people’s activities depend on the operating 

circumstances in force on the day. For this cost analysis, we have assumed only those 

costs attributed to staff whose roles are in fulfilling customer information, either through 

direct customer interface or through the operation of a system. 

Train operators’ costs 

Our analysis below takes information from all of the train operators with the exception of 

NX East Anglia, London Midland and LOROL.  
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We have excluded from this analysis Heathrow Express, Heathrow Connect or Eurostar, 

as these are separate stand-alone operators and outside the scope of this strategy.   

Staff Costs 

In the table below we indicate the number and costs of staff primarily employed to 

operate customer information systems, and therefore their costs can be attributed as 

customer information costs. For ease of calculation, we have used £50k per staff 

member across the board. 

Figure 7 

Information staff Number Cost 

Information Controller 199 £9.95m 

CIS Controller 81 £4.05m 

Poster / timetable production 62 £3.1m 

Total 497 £17.10m 

Additional staff costs 

The TOC questionnaires identified a number of additional staff with information 

responsibilities. These included Controllers, Ticket office, platform, guards, contact 

centre and customer relations staff. The cost of these roles’ time spent undertaking 

customer information related duties was estimated by the TOCs at over £400m.  

Systems costs 

The table below shows the estimation of costs to train operators of the systems whose 

primary role is in the provision of customer information.  

Figure 8 

System Cost per annum (Hardware, 

software, licensing, maintenance) 

RJIS (Rail Journey Information 

Service) £0.92m 

Tyrell  £0.54m 

Darwin Workstation - 

CIS systems £4.42m 

Other journey planners £0.12m 

Online applications – including 

JourneyCheck/ TyrellCheck  £0.51m 

Information kiosks £0.13m 

Messaging to staff - cost of SMS etc. £0.49m 
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Subscriber Alerts  – SMS & Email £0.06m 

Recorded Information Telephone 

Lines £0.01m 

Staff applications – Blackberry etc. £1.46m 

Others £0.02m 

Totals  £8.68m 

 

The table below provides the estimation of costs to all train operators of the systems 

which have a role in providing customer information, but which also fulfil other functions. 

Figure 9 

 

Total Information costs 

The total TOC costs of providing information are detailed below: 

Figure 10 

Cost headings  

Annual staff cost in customer information  £17.10m 

Annual cost of systems with a primary role 

of providing  customer information  

£8.68m  

Annual cost of systems with a secondary £6.38m 

System Cost per annum (Hardware, 

software, licensing, maintenance) 

TRUST  £0.84m 

Bugle £0.76m 

CCF (Control Centre of the Future) £0.16m 

CCIL (Control Centre Incident Log) £0.02m 

GEMINI  £0.26m 

GENIUS £0.64m 

Train Planning systems £1.40m 

SMART £1.29m 

Others?  £1.01m 

Total £6.38m 
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role of providing  customer information  

National Rail Enquiries £12.80m 

Total systems and staff costs £44.96m 
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14. Target Operating Model 

In order to deliver the customer requirements, the current operating model needs to 

change. The Target Operating Model brings together Network Rail’s thinking in regards 

to the evolution of their Operating Strategy, and the delivery of the Traffic Management 

System (TMS), with our own thinking on the Customer Information Strategy. We 

continue to work with the TMS Programme Team at Network Rail in the development of 

this Customer Information Strategy to ensure the development of both are aligned. 

Timetable Definitions 

In order to understand the difficulties experienced today during disruption it is necessary 

to understand the need to have multiple versions of the timetable contemporaneously on 

the day of operation.  

There is a need for 3 versions of the timetable: 

 In the Target Operating Model, there is the timetable available for journey 

planning in advance and which we start each day and measure performance 

against; we will call this the ‘Planned Timetable’.  

 It will be necessary to modify the Planned Timetable on the day because of 

operational variances; we will call this the ‘Operational Timetable’. 

 Then there is the approach to the presentation of the Operational Timetable in 

real time to the customer; we will call this the ‘Customer Timetable’.   

The Planned Timetable 

The Planned Timetable is the timetable against which customers can plan and reserve 

journeys up to 1 year in advance on key routes. 

For operational purposes, the Planned Timetable is set for the following day at 22:00 the 

day before it’s due to run. At this time, it becomes the benchmark against which 

performance will be monitored.  All customer information systems will require this data 

in order to provide their starting point for the day.   

The Train Planning system will be more flexible and will enable a more fluid invocation of 

contingency timetables; reducing the necessity to make operational decisions too early. 

Operators’ timetables need to be ‘rolling’ timetables: timetables that will continue to 

generally apply as they do now, insofar that they are in 6-monthly periods, the summer 

and winter timetables. However, moving to a rolling timetable will mean that the current 

timetable will be rolled forward to the next timetable period, and therefore there will be 

greater visibility of train services further out.  As now, timetables will be planned within 

each train company’s operational constraints and based upon commercial aspirations 

taking into account the fleet and train crew available.  

Any changes to trains in the next timetable period will be submitted by exception, and 

well in advance as currently. The benefit of this being that the majority of the timetable 

will remain unchanged and therefore does not require revalidation. Network Rail will 

establish acceptability and whether the trains can be run given the requirements of other 

train operators across the same route(s).  Any agreed changes will be made from the 

start date of the new timetable period. 
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Where possible, the rolling timetable will be backed up with a set of long term rolling 

stock diagrams to inform the yield management / reservation system about the train 

formation. 

Paths will be available to meet the needs of freight operators so that passenger train 

operators do not need to make modifications after the timetable is validated and 

published. 

This process has a clear deliverable, which is the Planned Timetable; the timing of its 

completion is dictated by the need to meet a journey planning and reservations time 

horizon 1 year in advance. 

The agreed engineering access plan will be driven by the rolling timetable, not the other 

way round. This will ensure key routes remain open for customers who wish to plan and 

book their travel in advance.  

The weekly re-planning process will be undertaken and published 12 weeks in advance 

(of the week concerned). Any changes to the Planned Timetable, as a consequence, will 

be communicated to all downstream systems.   

The Operational Timetable 

On the day of operation, it will be necessary to modify the Planned Timetable in 

response to incidents; this is the Operational Timetable.  In the Target Operating Model, 

staff at the site of the incident will communicate robust estimates (and update them) to 

the control. The control staff making changes to the train plan will use a decision support 

toolset which is cognisant of the emerging position against the current timetable: the 

toolset will include crew and stock diagrams, crew route knowledge, validated 

contingency plans and real time passenger loadings. By using these available resources, 

the toolset will calculate feasible options and offer them  to the controller to assist them 

in making operational changes: this toolset will reflect the fact that re-planning is an 

activity that takes into account network restrictions but is largely driven by resource 

disposition and availability.   

In making any operational changes, control staff will always consider the impact on the 

customer and not just the impact on the running of the railway. Once decisions have 

been made, all operational changes will flow into customer information systems without 

re-keying. 

Train Consist and Load Information and Train Crew Information are resource-related and 

Network Rail is looking to train operators to develop in detail and are outside the scope 

of the system that NR intends to procure. NR is keen to work with train operators to 

define standard interfaces to these and other systems that are key to operating the 

service on the day. 

Network Rail’s Operating Strategy will deliver many of the enhancements required to 

realise the changes required to deliver the Customer Information Strategy in this area.  

Whilst it will take some years to establish all of the control centres, the real time 

operational planning systems will be the first components to be in place (late 2014) and 

will be installed in all control centres, even where they do not drive the signalling 

directly, as they will in the complete solution. 
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More information on the Network Rail Operating Strategy can be found in appendix i. 

The Customer Timetable   

In the Customer Timetable, we want to pass through all operational changes made 

against the Planned Timetable and we want to contextualise those changes into 

customer understanding, for example: 

 If removing a stop from a service then we want to convey to the customer that 

the train is ‘cancelled’ from that stop; 

 If changing the start time of the 13:45 service to start at 14:05 we would 

advertise this as the 13:45 service ‘expected 20 late start’; and 

 If we are terminating a train short of destination then we would want to display 

that ‘the hh:mm service to XXX will terminate at YYY. Customers for XXX 

should…’. 

We also need to contextualise other variances in the Operational Timetable against the 

Planned Timetable, for example: 

 The 10:05 departure is running 7 minutes early in the Operational Timetable 

against the Planned Timetable. We would want to advertise the train as ‘on time’. 

There are a number of additional requirements upon the Customer Timetable compared 

to the Operational Timetable, for example: 

 CIS hub / interface – providing consistent view of train running and prediction 

information across the multitude of disparate station Customer Information 

Systems currently in use. 

 Central hub for all customer systems – journey planning, iPhone apps, 3rd party 

developments etc.  

 Real time loading information – providing decision-support to controllers about 

passenger loading. 

 Real time alerting for customers – providing details of delays and cancellations to 

customers in advance of their journeys. 

 Providing consistent supplementary information – sharing data across multiple 

systems in real time - e.g. a change in facilities; no toilets, catering available on 

train etc. 

 Cancellations and delay reasons – providing consistent train-level information. 

Timetable Systems 

In the Target Operating Model, ITPS has been identified as the single authority on the 

Planned Timetable – feeding timetable files to all downstream systems so that they start 

each day with the same plan. 

TMS has been identified as the single authority on changes to the Planned Timetable (the 

Operational Timetable).  

Darwin has been identified as the single authority on the Customer Timetable. Darwin 

will play the part of translating the operational changes to the Planned Timetable into the 
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Customer Timetable. There will need to be clearly defined standards on what information 

can be passed to Darwin, by whom, when and in what format. 

Darwin will also make sure that the Customer Timetable is available consistently through 

all channels across all media. 

System Interfaces 

Interfaces are required for different systems to exchange data. In the customer 

information world where propriety systems are provided by various suppliers a lack of 

standards introduces risk as there is no standard method (specification) to deliver to. 

Working with suppliers to deliver a bespoke interface is both complex and expensive. 

Further, a solution has to be engineered from scratch for each interface that is required. 

To reduce risk, complexity and costs, an open interface specification is required that sets 

out how systems will communicate with one another regardless of the supplier or the 

architecture design of their systems. The emerging European standards (TAP TSI) that 

are intended to become a legal requirement during 2017 for European interoperability 

will also need to be adhered to and therefore need to be considered as part of interface 

design.  

Delivery of the Customer Information Strategy presents an opportunity to bring together 

both legacy and new systems into a planned systems architecture supported by 

common, and where possible open interface standards. The strategy projects will 

therefore define standard interfaces that will enable the introduction and integration of 

multiple systems within a structured and planned environment. The benefits of a 

systems architecture and interoperability standards are well documented and include: 

 an open market 

 economies of scale 

 lower integration costs 

 information consistency and 

 components are easier to maintain and extend.  

The TMS that NR is planning to roll out throughout CP5 and beyond, will replace many of 

the existing NR system interfaces, such as TRUST and TDs. The NR TMS team is planning 

to deliver this open interface specification by 2014 and is aiming to ensure compliance 

with open European standards where possible.  The Customer Information Strategy team 

has engaged in this process to help shape the solution and ensure that the interface 

specification can be adopted without excessive and costly system re-engineering. The 

key output will be the link from the Customer Timetable to customer systems, building 

on the existing NRE specifications (XML and webservices) and the standard interface 

specification that the Darwin CIS programme delivered in 2012.  

A review of all current systems will be required to make sure they are fit for purpose for 

the Target Operating Model; in terms of capacity, usability, flexibility, scalability, age 

etc. 
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Target Operating Model diagrams  

The following diagram shows how the 3 timetables will interface in the Target Operating 

Model upon delivery of TMS and the Customer Information Strategy:  

Figure 11 – Target Operating Model – timetable overview diagram 

 

Appendix i. contains the list of identified projects required to deliver the strategy to 

achieve the Target Operating Model over the next 7 years.  

As with the Current Operating Model, we map the interfaces and information flows 

between the planning and operational environments through to the delivery of 

information to customer-facing output channels in the Target Operating Model; this is 

shown below. 
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Figure 12 – Target Operating Model 

 

Train Cancellation Process under TOM 

In section 12, (Current Operating Model) we identified the process flow when cancelling 

a single train. In this section, we illustrate, following delivery of the strategy, the Traffic 

Management System feeding operational decisions directly into Darwin so that the 

process to cancel a single train will become much simpler. The following diagram 

assumes integration of TMS with Darwin. (Note that in the next phase of work we will 

identify which processes need to be the same nationally and where local variability is 

appropriate). 
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Figure 13 – Target Operating Model – cancelling a train 

 

Train tracking and movement projection 

Train tracking will be undertaken at the most appropriate level dependant on the 

information available, whether this is Train Describers (C or S-Class), Mass Detectors or 

GPS data: 

 C-Class data provides messages that provide the location of trains on the 

network. The quality and granularity of this data varies across the network 

according to the frequency and length of signal berths. TDs are used in order to 

generate arrival and departure prediction forecasts.  

 S-Class data provides messages that provide the status of the signaling system 

and can inform as to the routing of trains.  

 Mass detectors detect the mass of the train in the platform Mass Detectors are 

typically used to fill gaps where TD signal berths are too far apart to provide 

useful tracking for customer systems. 

 GPS has the ability to provide positioning data on trains where train fleets are 

equipped with GPS and wireless communications. If this data can be processed 

centrally and interpreted correctly it will inform where a train is. 

For those lines without any track monitoring equipment, rolling stock fleets will be 

equipped with GPS which will form the basis of train tracking; however, this will be 

blended with data from the signalling system in order to confirm running line and route 

setting data where available. 

The railway industry as a whole has been using GPS location information for many years 

as part of specific bespoke solutions. As the technology has become more commonplace, 
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and the cost of installing GPS equipment cheaper, its use has become more widespread. 

It is estimated that GPS equipment is now installed across approximately 25% of the rail 

fleet and this percentage will only increase as new rolling stock becomes available. 

Train tracking and movement projection will be held within a central repository of train 

movement data. This will underpin the resource management systems in order to 

identify the current position of resources and enable intelligent re-planning projections to 

be made when disruption occurs. 

Incident Level Information 

Incident level information will be consistent across all channels. Reports of each incident 

will reflect the impact upon customer journeys based on the whole incident, not centred 

on the impact to trains at a local or TOC level.  

There will be one single repository for incident level information – identified as the 

Knowledgebase, which will be managed by the NRCC, as now – which will be made 

available via feeds to TOC websites and 3rd Party websites to developers. 

Information Dissemination 

In the Target Operating Model there will continue to be a profusion of channels to 

disseminate information to customers. 

Internal Operational Messaging 

Messages to staff – including the NRCC - will be advisory notes about new and ongoing 

incidents; with regular updates. They will be used to inform the general characteristics of 

the incident: problem, impact and advice. 

Detailed information about modifications to the Planned Timetable will be made available 

to customer-facing staff through the use of tools that access and interrogate the 

Customer Timetable. 

Messaging to customers 

Customer facing systems will enable customers to save their preferred journey details 

against their personal contact details. Therefore, by applying the customer’s personal 

preferences in transmitting systems, customers will only receive the information they 

require. This information will be used to supply targeted information in the event of 

problems affecting the journey concerned. There will be 2 types of messaging, proactive 

(alerting) and on request, based on customers’ preferences. 

Messages to customers, at an incident level – problem, impact, advice - should be routed 

through the NRCC via the single repository; to include the incident overview messages 

on websites, station information screens and Line of Route messages. The TOCs should 

then add updates relevant to their customers to the central Core Message. This gives the 

benefit of having consistent and customer-centric information across all TOCs affected by 

a disruption, but with a local flavour - for example, where multiple TOCs are affected, 

the message will reflect the whole incident and its impact upon the customer, but will 

also give customers travelling on one particular TOC the local detail they require to make 

informed decisions – this also gives the opportunity for efficiency through the delivery of 

this information from a central function. 
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This ‘customer-facing’ message will be written free from jargon upon receipt of the 

Internal Operational Messages from all TOCs affected by the incident. This not only 

means that all customer communications are consistent; it means that staff will already 

be in receipt of the information when the customer receives it – ready and able to assist 

the customer upon request. 

The Core Message will be published to Ticket Vending Machines at stations affected by 

disruption. This will help to mitigate customers purchasing tickets for trains which will 

not run.  

Journey Planning 

Journey planners will all be able to plan journeys earlier – potentially up to 1 year in 

advance – which will include the best available fares for which customers can book 

ahead to receive the best deals on key routes.  

All journey planners will be able to plan journeys using the latest timetable changes fed 

from Darwin. This will enable customers to re-plan their journeys, through any journey 

planner, when things go wrong. 

Reservations 

The reservations system will be fully integrated with Darwin to relay the impact of any 

changes to customers’ bookings in real time.  

At the time of booking, customers will be asked to confirm their preferences in the event 

that their journey is disrupted; whether that be to move to an earlier or later train, to 

cancel or postpone their journey (and receive a refund), to travel on an alternative route 

or operator etc.  Customers will also be required to leave contact details. In such cases 

of non-delivery of a booking, the customer’s preferences will trigger an alert explaining 

the problem (taken from the incident’s core message) and alternatives, based upon the 

customer’s preferences, will be fulfilled. Notification of the change will also be made 

available to relevant staff. 

Social Media 

The industry will proactively respond to customers asking questions and also those more 

generally making comments for example about a poor experience during a journey in 

real time. This one-to-one customer care will enhance the reputation of the industry in 

customers’ minds.  

In order to manage the flow of communications, a social media monitoring and 

responding tool will need to be licensed collectively by the rail industry. This tool will 

enable messages to be sourced from the social networks: either by directly addressing 

an account (e.g. to NRE / Virgin Trains) or through prescribed search criteria which 

recognises relevant feedback.  

This tool will enable the industry to assign a comment via a workflow to the most 

appropriate company / team to respond. Therefore each customer will get a reply from 

the most appropriate person. This will enable the whole industry to engage proactively 

with customers more generally.   

During disruption, websites will be updated with the incident detail; problem, impact and 

advice by the NRCC, and supplemented by local information provided by the TOCs – as 
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shown in section 11. This information will be supplemented with live social media 

updates which will convey the changing picture through the incident. The posting of 

these updates can be sourced from Network Rail (re infrastructure), TOCs (re current 

train running and local advice) and by customers actually caught up in the problem 

(once moderated and validated).  The ability to pass on comments from customers at 

source will be vital in increasing the levels of trust customers have in the information 

they are provided by official channels.   

In addition, the industry (TOCs supplemented by the NRCC) will be in a position to 

respond directly to customers’ caught up in disruption; answering more generally so that 

all of the people affected by the incident are aware of what’s happening. Comments that 

are found that refer to a positive or negative experience can be responded to in real 

time, and where possible action can be taken to address any deficiencies.  

Customers will be able to respond to surveys on the provision of information for their 

journey which can be used to inform the industry where improvement is needed in the 

future.  

Staff 

Starting from Train Planners, through to on-the-day operations and customer service, 

staff whose jobs impact upon the customer will be mindful of the customers’ 

requirements and understand the role they plan in the customer information chain. 

All relevant staff, from director-level to junior grades, will be hired and performance 

managed in ways that provide the appropriate focus on the customer-orientated aspects 

of their roles. This focus will be in the job descriptions, objectives and performance 

appraisal. 

Train Planners will understand the need for customers to have access to the timetable 

for journey planning purposes as far in advance as possible and will work to ensure that 

once published, the effects of changes to the planned timetable have minimal impact on 

the customer. 

Control staff will understand how their decisions impact upon customer journeys and be 

more proactive than reactive. With an understanding that they are, by their very nature 

more adept at fire-fighting, the toolsets they use in controls will feed directly into 

customer information systems so they are captured at source. 

On the ground staff attending incidents (fitters, engineers and MOMs for example) will 

understand how their actions impact customers’ needs for earlier information when 

things go wrong, and will apply this in their everyday activities. 

Front line staff will be well informed, motivated, empathetic and responsive towards 

customers requiring information generally, but also when things go wrong. They will be 

equipped with the relevant toolsets to carry out their customer service roles. They will 

have access to information to assist any customer regarding their travel plans by use of 

available technology.  

Those staff selling tickets will be trained, and have access to relevant information, to 

identify routes where disruption is occurring so as to help mitigate against selling tickets 

for trains that will not run. 
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Managers will have the correct competencies to carry out on-the-job coaching with their 

staff and be empowered and supported to deal effectively with any member of staff that 

does not apply their customer service duties effectively. 

Third Party Developer Services 

Customers’ ever changing requirements and increased demands for improved 

information services means that this is a space in which developments need to be more 

innovative and quicker to market.   

The strategy will help foster an ever-growing range of customer information applications 

by creating an open market for 3rd party developers.  

Non-systems Delivery of Information 

Quarmby’s winter review report commented that the industry was over-reliant on 

systems to deliver customer information, and therefore in severe instances when some 

systems could not be updated quickly enough, they were turned off and therefore failed 

the customer. 

There is work ongoing to make sure that contingency timetables can be loaded more 

quickly to systems and also to bring changes in systems architecture to help 

dissemination of changes on the day. 

Notwithstanding, we recognise that there are non-systems solutions that could be 

implemented  in order that the industry can continue to provide information to 

customers during those times when severe disruption means things are changing more 

rapidly than systems can be updated. 

Contingency Timetable Principles 

Each Train Operator could define the principles of their contingency timetables that 

would be enacted in the event of severe service disruption; and also the criteria under 

which they will be invoked. These could be included in timetable books and available on 

the TOCs’ and NRE website – and highlighted when they are in effect. 

 

These principles would set out the frequency of trains that will run on a route-by-route 

basis together with details of any routes or stations that would be closed.  

 

This would give customers an overview of what they can expect during disruption and 

therefore manage their expectations, as well as enabling them to make an informed 

decision as to whether they would attempt a journey or not. 
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An example of how South West Trains used to do this is shown: 

Figure 14 – Emergency timetable principles - SWT 

 

Station Public Address Systems (PA) 

The strategy recommends that all Station PA is upgraded to Long Line PA. This will 

ensure that when real time systems fail, for whatever reason, staff at a central control 

point – possibly brought in from non-time critical roles to assist - will have the ability to 

announce locally at each station; relaying the incident overview, likely length of the 

disruption and an outline of the train service along the line of route. Advice can also be 

given through the PA on alternatives available to customers waiting at each station. 

Help Points 

During disruption, customers without access to other means of information should be 

able to speak to an advisor with access to the information they need. 

Therefore, Help Points should be answered by dedicated staff, and where they are not, it 

is recommended that they are patched through to National Rail Enquiries so they can be 

answered by an advisor.  

Alternative Route Maps 

Each Train Operator should have pre-defined routes on their own network and on other 

TOCs’ networks, where their customers’ tickets will be accepted during disruption. These 

maps should clearly identify the routes and TOCs that the customer’s ticket will be 

accepted by. 
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These maps should be available for customers to print online and also available at the 

station when ticket acceptance is in operation. 

An example map is shown below for Chiltern Railways: 

Figure 15 – Chiltern Alternative Route Map 
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15. What will be better for the Customer? 

Following delivery of the Strategy, the information customers require will be made 

available to them over a range of media. Exactly how, when and by what means will be 

determinable by the customer choice and the market’s ability to support that choice. 

This section identifies the improvements that have already been delivered and the 

projects underway nationally. We then identify what will be better for the customer 

following delivery of the strategy in CP5. 

There are a number of activities that will deliver improvements through CP4 and up to 

the end of CP5.  

Provision of information in advance of the journey 

 Customers will be able to plan their journeys much earlier; potentially up to one 

year in advance, and have a high degree of confidence that the information is 

accurate.  

 Customers will be able to find the cheapest tickets available for their journey and 

will be able to easily ascertain what trains their chosen ticket is valid on.  

 On key routes, customers will also be able to purchase tickets much earlier; 

potentially up to 1 year advance; making use of cheaper advance fares. 

 Customers checking their journey for disruption will be presented with accurate, 

consistent information across all media irrespective of the channel they choose.  

Personalisation 

 The use of personalisation will increase to ensure customers’ specific needs are 

met: personal information saved by the customer will include a number of details 

including name, contact details (phone number, email address, Twitter/Facebook 

account – and any other emerging media) and their preferred method of 

receiving updates: as well as the parameters against which those updates will be 

made – for example, when part of the journey is late or broken, or both.  

 The customers’ journey preferences will be saved against their journey(s) against 

their account, either directly or indirectly associated with a ticket purchase. When 

undertaking the journey, using the presets saved against their profile, 

information will be presented when required.   

 Customers will be able to use the advances in technology to sign up for location-

based information, be that station information or journey information on their 

current location. 

Information at the station 

 Customers will be able to pass through the station, finding the information that is 

relevant to that particular step of their journey in the appropriate place. 

Wayfinding information will be presented allowing passengers to move through 

the station with ease.  

 Information will be presented in a consistent manner no matter who is operating 

trains from a particular station. Electronic displays will show departure and arrival 
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information consistent with the information a customer can source remotely. 

Therefore customers and meters-and-greeters will have access to the same 

information.  

 Where engineering work is being carried out, the impact to the train service, 

including any replacement bus information will be clearly indicated on the 

departure screens. Customers will be directed to the relevant bus stop via 

wayfinding signage. Staff will be available and willing to assist customers with 

their specific requirements.  

 Real time train running information will be available at all stations through the 

use of simple CIS solutions powered directly from Darwin; therefore showing 

consistent up-to-date information. 

 Electronic display screens will show information about any changes to train times, 

both in advance or on the day that is relevant to that particular station and 

consistent with other channels. 

 Journey information will be provided audibly that is consistent with the visual 

information being presented to customers. During disruption, announcements will 

be made that are consistent with the information being provided to customers via 

other channels, but which is also tailored to the specific requirements of that 

station. 

 At unstaffed stations, customers will be able to use help points which are 

answered at any time whilst trains are running from that station. All calls will be 

answered by a member of staff that will be able to provide the customer with 

information about where their train is along with answer any other journey or 

station specific queries. 

 Customers will be able to use ticket vending machines to plan journeys in 

advance or on the day. The journey and fare information they are presented with 

will be consistent with all other off station media and will include information 

about changes to train times as well as information about disruption and any 

ticket acceptance. Ticket vending machines will only retail tickets for journeys 

which it is possible to make. 

 Front line staff become an even more important part of information provision. 

Customers will be fully empowered to sign up for information against their 

individual journey requirements, and therefore staff become an important part of 

the support structure customers’ needs when their travel plans are disrupted.  

 Staff will be well informed, motivated, responsive and empathetic towards 

customers requiring information generally, but especially when things go wrong. 

Customer service training will improve the understanding and therefore the 

behaviours of all staff, including managers, and will engender a customer-centric 

focus to the industry. The introduction of internal measures and goals, including 

personal performance regimes will seek to drive the customer agenda.    

 Staff will be equipped with the relevant tools to carry out their customer service 

roles – which includes the provision of information – and will be informed about 
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any changes to the timetable and will have access to information to assist any 

customer regarding their travel plans by use of available technology; pulling the 

information from a centrally-updated repository of real time train information.  

 Use of applications of this nature will enable the industry to make better use of 

additional resources during major disruption; taking staff from non-critical duties 

to assist with customer service duties and servicing journey enquiries. 

Information on the train 

 Customers will be advised visually and audibly about their train’s progress during 

the journey. Journey information visual notifications and announcements will be 

automated using train movement information sourced from the central repository 

of train running data. This will include visual indicators of the train’s progress 

against the timetable and connecting services from the next station. This will 

relieve the onus on drivers of DOO trains to make announcements during the 

journey. These duties would only apply if the train came to a stand. 

 Customers will be able to re-plan their journeys when the train they are travelling 

on is delayed. They will be able to do this through interactive touch-screen 

journey planners on board the train. 

 During disruption, staff will be empowered with the information they require to 

keep customers informed with the nature of the problem, the impact it will have 

on their journey and additional advice. Staff will be provided with tools to allow 

them to assist customers in finding alternative journey opportunities in real time.  

 Customers will be informed when first class has been declassified or when 

complementary refreshments are being supplied. 

 Alternative journey opportunities will be made available to the customer in real 

time where they are known; showing alternative routes available and the extent 

to which the restrictions to their ticket have been lifted and for how long. 

Information off station 

 If the customer receives information through Social Media channels, they will be 

able to comment about their current experiences – which other followers will be 

able to see (subject to moderation). This will provide a holistic view of the 

incident taking in all comments about that incident. Following the receipt of a 

message through Social Media channels, customers will also be able to ask 

questions regarding their options and have them answered in good time to enable 

them to make informed choices regarding the onward travel options. 

 Where a good service is in operation, this will be actively promoted; through the 

National Service Indicator, and through Social Media channels – pushed to 

followers and fans so they are aware that there is no disruption.   

 3rd Party developers will be encouraged to provide innovative solutions to 

customers’ growing information requirements. The information customers will 

receive from these developed services will be consistent irrespective of how they 

access or receive it. This will be possible by ensuring all 3rd Party developers’ 

access rail information from one central repository in real time. 
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Information post journey 

 On arrival at the station, customers will use way finding signage that directs them 

to the relevant exit of the station for their onward journey. At each exit point to 

the station, a national standard onward travel information poster will provide 

information about the options they have via public transport to reach their final 

destination. 

 Information at stations will signpost the customer on specifics regarding who and 

how to contact the train company regarding aftercare; be it the ticket office, 

customer relations department, or to a website. The website will hold all relevant 

information about how the customer can contact the train operators’ in order to 

satisfy their post-journey requirements: lost property, customer relations, delay 

repay etc. 

Improvements delivered already through the PIDD Programme 

There are a number of projects – delivered and ongoing - which are key to delivering 

better and more up-to-date timetable information during major disruptive events. The 

projects that have been delivered already are: 

 

 Creation & Promotion of /disruption URLs - all TOCs have created user friendly 

web addresses which redirect to the disruption information on their website. 

 

 Installation of Darwin workstation in TOCs - most TOCs now have the Darwin 

workstation installed. This enables them to better manage information about their 

train service – especially during major disruption – as they are able to cancel in 

bulk and restore services easily. 

 

 Ticket Acceptance Policy - almost all TOCs now have a Ticket Acceptance policy in 

place which dictates when ticket acceptance will be introduced, what their 

alternative routes are in case of disruption.  

 

 Map-based alternatives – a full suite of maps have been produced showing the 

alternative routes available to customers when ticket easements and restrictions 

are lifted during disruption. This is part of the Ticket Acceptance Policies the TOCs 

have put together. This will go some way to providing a non-systems alterative. 

 

 Do not Travel Policy - TOCs have created a Do Not Travel policy that sets out 

under what circumstances, and how they will issue advice not to travel.  

 

 On Train Announcements - the Good Practice Guides set out standards for the 

dissemination of information on train when the train is delayed. All TOCs have 

now incorporated these actions into their manual for on train staff. 

 

 Suspend non-essential information during disruption - all TOCs have introduced 

processes to ensure that non-essential information is suppressed during major 

disruption. 

 

 Darwin CIS – the Darwin CIS Programme has gone live at Virgin’s 17 stations and 

also all of Chiltern’s 32 stations. Those stations’ CIS is now powered with real 

time information from Darwin. 

 

 Amended schedules in Journey Planners - when train schedules are amended in 

Darwin they are shown in all NRE’s journey planning services.  This means that 
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any ITPS uploads can be rectified in NRE systems, and any downstream real time 

systems fed by Darwin. 

 

 Darwin timetable feed that provides timetable changes to 3rd party Journey 

Planners. 

 

 Free Alerts - NRE now provides free journey specific alerts via Email and Twitter. 

 

 “Good Service” messaging - NRE now publishes Good Service messages (where 

appropriate) prior to the morning and evening peak via the Twitter and Facebook 

accounts for some TOCs. 

 

 Interaction with Customers on Facebook/Twitter – NRE and most TOCs now 

responds to comments and questions via Facebook and Twitter in near-to real 

time.  

 

 Ad hoc Alerting – during major disruptive events, NRE sends a forced alert that 

overrides the customer’s delay notification preferences: proactively telling them 

that their journey is likely to be affected in advance.  

 

 Enhancements to the National Service Indicator - enhancements to the Service 

Indicator allow the reporting of small localised problems that aren’t affecting the 

TOC’s overall service and also give NRE greater flexibility over the descriptions 

shown. 

 

 NRE homepage ticker more prominent - NRE has made  changes to the ticker so 

that it is more prominent during disruption.  

 

 New Mobile Site – NRE has made enhancements that allow a more comprehensive 

suite of disruption information to be provided. 

 

 Inclusion of CRS codes & TrainTracker Text information on A-Z Posters - TOCs 

that have station A-Z timetable posters have now incorporated the station CRS 

codes and instructions for how to use TrainTracker Text.  

 

 Information Services for third party developers – we already have over 200 

licensed uses of Darwin data including 30 mobile apps. 

 

 Earlier Day A for Day B Contingency timetables – NRE has developed a 

mechanism with NR to accept an earlier bulk timetable download into NRE’s real 

time information system, Darwin, during the evening. This enables us to display 

the timetable for the following day by 21:00.   

 

 NRE developed a  mobile phone app for TOC staff which provides real time and 

incident information. The information is consistent with other channels and will 

therefore gives staff confidence that the information is accurate. 
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16. What needs to be done? 

In addition to delivering the Core centrally, in order to achieve the changes suggested in 

this strategy, a great deal needs to be done. This section lays down the steps which 

need to be taken. 

Short Term 

Process 

1. Operational messages to pass from controls to staff / NRCC, not to the customer. 

2. Customer-facing messaging through all channels to come from NRCC 

3. Acceleration of the Good Practice Guide (GPG) recommendations and the 

industry’s ongoing commitment to continue take up of new recommendations 

going forward 

Systems 

4. Confirm with Network Rail that TMS will embrace train and crew resource 

planning in real time. This has been done. 

5. TOCs need to put sufficient resource into working with Network Rail on the TMS 

project to ensure that customer information needs (and other TOC requirements) 

are fully incorporated. This has been done, with CrossCountry, East Midlands 

Trains and First Great Western supplying resource to the programme. 

6. Improved Day A for Day B contingency timetable process. We are working with 

Network Rail to develop an automated file transfer process. 

7. Ensure Ticket Issuing Systems and Journey Planners are aware of timetable 

changes, such as cancelled trains, so that customers cannot purchase tickets for 

journeys they cannot make. NRE developed a Darwin Timetable Feed that passes 

alterations to downstream systems. Both Atos and TheTrainLine take this feed.  

8. Develop applications which alert staff to disruptions and then allow them to ‘pull’ 

the information they require to assist customers. NRE developed a Blackberry 

Staff App; TOCs and NR staff can also use free versions of the NRE App on other 

mobile platforms. 

Medium term – by end CP4 

People 

1. Provide front line staff with effective and ongoing customer service training  

2. Provide Controllers with effective training that ensures they understand the 

customer needs in respect of their role 

3. Provide staff attending incidents with effective and ongoing communications 

training  

4. Introduce relevant competencies into personal performance regimes 

5. Introduce internal measurement of core competencies 

6. Develop management competencies to deliver coaching and to deal with 

problematic staff 
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7. Ensure frontline staff have training on relevant customer information 

systems/applications 

Process 

8. Develop a more robust Long Term Timetable planning process  - the rolling 

timetable 

9. Develop a more stable  Short Term Planning (T-12) process which complements 

the rolling timetable 

10. Provide ‘push’ information to Twitter / Social Media followers solely from the 

NRCC as a national service 

11. Use Social Media conversation trends to be more proactive in responding to 

customer comments / incident reporting (upon validation) 

12. Use crowd sourced information, through Social Media, to supplement incident 

content from internal sources 

Systems 

13. In advance of TMS implementation, more timely and complete information from 

controls needs be achieved off the back of system changes already taking place 

(Voyagerplan VSTP, Integrale, Tyrell IO).  

14. Journey Planners and reservations systems to have the ability to plan / reserve 

journeys up to 1 year in advance.  

15. Provide real time information to station CIS powered by Darwin 

16. Enhance Darwin to handle real time changes in train schedules coming directly 

from operations systems in line with TMS implementation timescales. 

17. Provide incident information to CIS at station from NRCC 

18. Information should be made available to customers in a bespoke way through 

personalisation. 

General 

19. Further support the development of customer services by 3rd Parties by 

continuing to offer access to Darwin and  disruption information services 

20. Continue to encourage developers to innovate  

21. Provide advice on customers’ choices, not just information 

22. Promote the availability of personalised information services to customers 

23. Commission research to quantify likely increase in customer satisfaction through 

proposed improvements (and in particular changes in NPS scores). 

24. Consider a mystery shopping programme (as used by LUL) to provide evidence 

on current position and subsequent improvement in customer information.  

25. Develop objective improvement measurement metrics, both at the point of use by 

customers and at intermediate points in the information flow (e.g. quality of train 

schedules into Darwin). 
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26. Review NPS questions and propose improvements (or more specific separate 

surveys) to ensure questions going forward measure satisfaction better in key 

elements of information provision during disruption.  

Longer term – CP5 

Process 

27. Capture Very Short Term Planning changes in operational systems  

28. Provide more customer information held within the base timetable feed – stock / 

facilities etc. 

Systems 

29. Interface systems so VSTP changes are passed to the customer information 

systems 

30. Provide real time train location data where there are currently gaps through GPS 

31. Provide intelligent decision-support tools for Controllers 

32. Provide incident information to PIS on-train from NRCC  

33. Provide real time information to on-train PIS powered by Darwin 

34. Provide access to real time journey re-planning ability on train powered by 

Darwin 
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17. Strategy Cost Justification – one view  

The proposed investment to deliver the customer information strategy will provide many 

benefits to customers to support their journeys. In this section, we look to compare, 

over time, the costs of the proposed investments in comparison to the costs of doing 

nothing. Whilst in the short term the industry will need to commit to significant financial 

investment (over and above current spend), when viewed over a longer timeframe the 

whole life costs arguably compare favourably to maintaining the current system 

architecture. 

The reasons for this are: 

 Ongoing system developments will still be required as the industry responds to 

changing customer and operational needs. 

 A planned systems architecture reduces costs and risks of development / 

integration compared to the existing unplanned setup.  

 Maintenance represents a significant proportion of whole life system costs and 

under the existing setup will increase over time as ageing systems deteriorate, 

integration costs increase and specialist resource to maintain and develop these 

ageing systems becomes more scarce. 

 A planned systems architecture with the use of open standards ensures an open 

market, with supplier competition and economies of scale. 

The latter phases of the strategy will analyse this specifically to GB rail systems, but at 

this stage we are drawing on general IT thinking that that old systems cost more to 

maintain, develop and interface than new ones. In the lifecycle of a system it can be 

argued that it is more cost effective to replace it than to enhance it. 

The diagram below shows the ‘bathtub curve’ theory, which works on the following 

principles: 

 Newly deployed systems all have teething problems (identified as failures), but 

these decrease over time once bedding in has taken place and bugs have been 

fixed. 

 The failure rate bottoms out and remains at a relatively constant for a period of 

time. 

 The older the system gets, the more the failure rate increases adding more cost 

for maintenance and development. 
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Figure 16 – Bathtub Curve 

 

Using the principles of the bathtub theory, the graph below illustrates the cost of 

investment to achieve the projects within the strategy – IT projects from the £200m 

equate to approximately £155m over 7 years - vs. keeping the current systems and 

maintaining and developing them over time. The illustration assumes the maintenance 

costs supplied by the TOCs – as per section 8. 

Cost Timeline: Planned Investment vs. Existing Setup 

Figure 17 – Cost timeline 

  

The above graph illustrates the argument that planned system investment as part of an 

integrated architecture can be cost neutral (whole life cycle) compared to the existing 
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setup over a period of time. In this illustration, the cost neutral point is in year 11 where 

the annual cost of running the new systems under the strategy would be approx 50% of 

the current systems costs. 

This illustration assumes the following: 

Existing Setup – Gradual change 

 Maintenance of £9m per annum in year 1, including all supplier, operational and 

commercial costs (this was the figure supplied by the TOCs during the cost 

analysis phase). 

 Maintenance costs increase by 10% per annum reflecting the increasing costs of 

ageing systems, supplier dependency and bespoke interfaces. 

 Developments at £4m in year 1, and increasing by 15% per annum reflecting the 

high cost of integrating ad-hoc developments to one another and legacy systems 

without open standards. 

Investment – Customer Information Strategy 

 £155m investment over 7 years at £22m per annum. 

 Annual maintenance at 10% of capex: £2m in year 1 (raising to £14m in year 7) 

and then increasing by 4% (inflation) per annum reflecting the benefits of open 

standards, planned architecture, centralisation and market competition. 

 Planned developments at £4m from year 7 and increasing by 4% per annum 

reflecting the benefits of open standards, planned architecture, centralisation and 

market competition. 

Planned Architecture  

A planned architecture reduces costs and risks compared to unplanned developments. 

Under the existing setup, system enhancements and developments are costly due to 

supplier dependency, lack of system standards and bespoke interfaces that are costly to 

implement and support. A planned architecture enables a modular approach, where 

suppliers can provide elements that cost effectively plug in. 

Maintenance  

Maintenances costs increase with declining systems, supplier dependency and bespoke 

interfaces. The existing setup is expensive to maintain, with duplication and a 

dependency on key suppliers. This will worsen over time as systems age and the cost of 

integration with enhancements increases. Maintenance of a planned system architecture 

should be comparably lower as this will benefit from reduced configuration, labour 

savings, centralisation economies of scale, and an open market (that provides lower 

supplier prices). 

Market Competition 

Open standards can reduce costs through market competition as more suppliers can 

enter the market and force others to lower their prices to remain competitive. 
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18. Business Case 

To understand the benefits from a strategy which creates a “Core” industry system to 

complement the Network Rail TMS and which creates a platform on which franchises can 

construct local applications, we asked MVA to prepare an outline Business Case.  It 

addresses the financial and the societal benefits which are likely to arise from: 

 investment in better customer information particularly when there is disruption 

 investment in integrating resource management tools for crew and rolling stock 

into NR’s TMS to enable a TOC to better respond to disruption 

 investment in integrating TMS into Darwin to provide enriched data through to all 

customer information channels.  

 investment in developing the necessary components to enhance Darwin as the 

central repository for customer information 

Following extensive consultation with the industry we know what the “Core” should be. 

We do not however know exactly how an individual TOC – particularly in the context of a 

franchise competition - will respond to the opportunity created by the development of 

the “Core” elements. What we can do is to take an illustrative set of local interventions 

that can be facilitated by the “Core” and evaluate the total package (“Core” plus locally 

delivered) from both a financial perspective (i.e. cash through the fare box) and form the 

perspective of value to passengers not captured in extra revenue. MVA used the 

industry-recognised forecasting methodology from Passenger Demand Forecasting 

Handbook (PDFH) with appraisal undertaken using the DfT’s Transport Appraisal 

Guidance (webTAG) 

The package of projects (“Core” and locally delivered) we have asked MVA to evaluate 

is: 

 Interfacing TOC resource systems into NR’s Traffic Management System (This is 

in the “Core”) 

 Further developing Darwin as the customer timetable repository and providing an 

interface from NR’s Traffic Management System. (This is in the “Core”) 

 Delivering better train movement data through further fitment of GPS (Not in the 

“Core”) 

 Delivering real time information to information systems on trains (Not in the 

“Core”) 

 Delivering on the day timetable amendments to all journey planning systems (Not 

in the “Core”) 

 Delivering real time information to all stations currently without CIS (Not in the 

“Core”) 

 Delivering operational and customer information messaging (Not in the “Core”) 

 Delivering a standardised suite of station information posters (Not in the “Core”) 
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 Creating a suite of staff information applications for various devices (Not in the 

“Core”) 

 Providing awareness of seat reservations to controllers and messaging customers 

when their reserved train has changed (Not in the “Core”) 

All projects (“Core” and “non-Core”) have been assumed to be centrally delivered 

through a single programme for the purpose of MVA’s appraisal, i.e. without considering 

potential delays and phasing in the delivery of the “non-Core” elements relative to the 

“Core”. 

Delivery of the “Core” will open the market for the TOCs, Network Rail and 3rd Party 

suppliers to provide innovative ways to deliver customer information and therefore 

provide the benefits illustrated in the Business case – Appendix ii. 

The conclusion is a strong social cost benefit from the package. As some of this benefit 

can be monitised through the fare box, there is also a financially positive result although 

this is subject to central delivery of the projects within the programme. 

Below are examples of how the “Core” will aid the delivery of such benefits: 

Northern Rail 

Northern has fitted the 14 trains on the Whitby branch line with GPS to gain knowledge 

of train location. This development utilises the train positioning to feed the information 

at the stations along the line – of which there are only 3 with displays. The information is 

not available through any other channels. 

By delivering the “Core”, the information Northern holds regarding the position of these 

trains would be visible to customers across all channels - not just at the 3 stations it’s 

currently displayed - including on the train, in journey planners and in apps etc. 

Thameslink Programme 

The Thameslink Programme is committed to deliver consistent real time information on 

stations and on trains. The trains will be equipped with the requisite technology to 

provide better positional information and to take real time information back onto the 

train for the delivery of real time passenger information – including delays, connections 

and passenger loading etc.  

By delivering the “Core”, the information the Thameslink Programme is committed to 

deliver will be enabled through the Central Timetable Repository. 
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19. Funding to deliver the Strategy 

The delivery of the Target Operating Model and the achievement of the desired Strategy 

and its outcomes will require significant funding. There has rarely been significant 

investment in this area, and the current problems reflect a history of under-investment 

where customer information was largely treated as a by-product of operational processes 

not requiring much investment in itself. 

There is much work to do in updating, replacing and interfacing operation and 

information systems, introducing cultural change and training programmes. The industry 

therefore believes that the total package of changes required is likely to require funding 

support in the region of £200m.  

However, in refining the strategy to deliver the ‘Core’, the central funding required is 

estimated to be circa £21m – the Darwin CIS programme has already received £8.3m 

from the National Stations Improvement Programme (NSIP) and £900k from the 

Performance Fund (PF). Therefore the remaining funding requirement is circa £12m.  

It is anticipated that the ‘Core’ will be funded from NSIP Board (or its successor), 

however, other suitable funding options will be assessed as and when appropriate by the 

Customer Information Strategy Delivery Board. 

To ensure that the strategy is implemented optimally industry wide, the funding should 

be delivered through channels with broad TOC representation. The franchise route offers 

Owning Groups and TOCs the ability to deliver improvements enabled by the ‘Core’ 

which will realise the wider benefits of the strategy, but this approach will delay delivery 

of benefits through a piecemeal approach. 
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Appendix i. 

Network Rail Operating Strategy 

Network Rail is procuring TMS which is part of its Operating Strategy Programme.  TMS 

meets many of the key requirements of the Future Operating Model of this Customer 

Information Strategy. 

Key components of the Traffic Management Programme are: 

 A plan to migrate all elements of operational control to 14 centres, across Great 

Britain 

 The development of Traffic Management (TM) technology and the corresponding 

operator roles. 

 A move to separate signalling interlocking and control system renewals. 

 The development of a cross industry approach to encompass and overall vision to 

improve the way we operate and manage the train services. 

 The continued engagement of TOC’s and FOC’s to shape a the long term industry 

operating vision. 

TMS is in the process of being procured against a brief that that based upon 32 business 

areas, as shown in the figure below:   

Figure 18 – Network Rail 32 Business Capabilities 

 

Items BC22 and BC23 – Train Consist and Load Information and Train Crew Information 

- are resource-related and Network Rail is looking to operators to develop in detail and 

are outside the scope of the system that NR intends to procure. NR is keen to work with 
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train operators to define standard interfaces to these and other systems that are key to 

operating the service on the day. 

A detailed Request for Proposal (RFP) for a prototype will be issued (in November 2011) 

to reduce the current short-list of 6 suppliers to up to 3 who will then be contracted to 

build one or more prototype TM systems, offline but simulating running the railway. Part 

of this will include the provision of a functional demonstrator for Thameslink specifically  

Work to date has been based upon a high-level specification, outline systems design and 

a business operating model. This work drew upon workshops held two years ago with 

TOCs / FOCs.  

The scope of the system is the real-time management of the scheduled services on the 

day. Part of this includes interfaces to rolling stock and crew information.  The objective 

is to draw upon international best practice to move from reactive control of the network 

to looking, say, an hour into the future to identify upcoming problems and to make 

regulating / platforming decisions accordingly. 

Part of the business case will be based upon improved network performance from this 

better real time replanning.  Another significant component is the reduced energy 

consumption enabled by use of ‘driver advisory’ systems to optimise driving based upon 

current network conditions – intelligent coasting. 

The key saving comes from the concentration of signalling control into 14 large centres, 

exploiting IP comms to control remotely the equipment currently controlled by small 

signal boxes.  A significant enabler is the use of radar to replace the need for monitoring 

of CCTV crossings.  Increasingly, controllers using real time train graphs and aided by 

conflict prediction functionality will control the network without having signallers as an 

intermediary. 

Whilst it will take some years to establish all of the control centres, the real time 

operational planning systems will be the first components to be in place (late 2014) and 

will be installed in all control centres, even where they do not drive the signalling 

directly, as they will in the complete solution. 
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Appendix ii. 

Key Strategy Projects 

This section seeks to identify the projects required to deliver the Target Operating Model. 

This includes TOC and Network Rail projects and those projects which are already 

underway. 

Assumptions: 

 The list of projects is an initial view and is not exhaustive.  

 Dependencies need validation. 

 Only in-scope projects are included in the estimated costs 

 Capex only – does not cover operational costs 

 A Mandated Scheme Arrangement (MSA) will need to be established for 

governance and to manage an associated operational budget 

 Start date of April 2012 and to complete by march 2019 

 TOCs will need to provide resources to support the implementation 

 Data will need to be made available to all parties (commercial implications) 

 Best use should be made of existing initiatives – we should not reinvent the wheel 

Figure 19 

Project  Owner Funding Time 

(yrs) 

Cost 

(£m) 

Description 

Programme 

Management and 
Measurements 

MSA In-Scope 7 15  Programme and Project 

Management 

 Programme Support Office 

 Commercial and financial 
management 

 Success factors and 
measurements programme  

Interoperability 

Standards & 

Specifications 

MSA In-Scope 5 5  Production of Industry data 
exchange standards 

 Compliance with emerging TMS 

interface specifications 

 Delivery of interface 
specifications  

 Common geographical / data 
referencing model (topology) 

 Compliance with European 
standards under TAP TSI  

 On-going governance of 

standards and documentation 
management 

Planned Systems 
Architecture 

MSA In-Scope 5 5  System interoperability / planned 
systems architecture 

 High capacity / performance 
infrastructure  

 Robust and resilience 

communication links 

 Business continuity measures  
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Project  Owner Funding Time 
(yrs) 

Cost 

(£m) 

Description 

 Eliminate data duplication 

 Automate system interfaces  

 Modular and open design – to 

cost effectively accommodate 

new requirements 

Change 
Management  

MSA In-Scope 7 15  Manage the organisational, 

people, behaviour, process and 
commercial changes 

 Organisational agreements, buy-

in and engagement 

 Stakeholder communication and 

management 

 Staff education, training and 
briefings 

 Organisational and human risk, 
issue and conflict management 

 Process mapping and engineering 

Planned 

Timetable 

NR NR 5   Evolution of ITPS to provide full 

and accurate planned timetables 

covering all services and all 

stations including platform 
numbers 

 Inclusion of related data such as 

planned train formations, 
associations, train facilities 

 Output of robust timetables 

considering crew / rolling stock 

availability, planned engineering 

works and freight requirements 

 Rolling timetable to replace short 
term plans 

 Tighter and improved processes 

for decisions regarding 
contingency timetables 

 Fluid contingency timetables 

Seats 

Reservation 

TOCs In-Scope 3 5  Changes to NRS, TOD and CTR 

systems, to allow much earlier 
seat reservations  

 (TOC staffing impacts to be 
assessed) 

Revenue 

Management 
Systems 

TOCs In-Scope 3 5  Implementation of changes to 

support train data and ticketing 
requirements 

 

Trackside 

Location 
Tracking 

NR NR Ongoi
ng 

  Inclusion of TD berth tracking to 
plug existing priority gaps 

 Make data available in real time 

to all relevant downstream 

systems 

 Potentially to be superseded by 
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Project  Owner Funding Time 
(yrs) 

Cost 

(£m) 

Description 

TMS technology in longer term 

GPS 

 

Approx 2,000 

units at £10k per 

vehicle 

 

  

TOCs In-Scope 5 25  Build on existing train GPS 

projects, e.g. Northern  

 Equip rolling stock with GPS 

(where TDs are not cost effective 
or resilience is required) 

 Equip rolling stock with 
communications, e.g. GPRS  

 Positioning and configuration 

software 

 Standard interface to channel 

data into central repository with 
back office software 

 Channel data into TMS when 
ready  

 Build requirement into future 
procurement contracts 

Train Data TOCs In-Scope 5 20  Build on existing train occupancy 

projects, e.g. Thameslink and 
Southern  

 Equip rolling stock with 

passenger occupancy and train 

diagnostics equipment /software 

 Train Management System site 
installations 

 Channel data through to central 
repository 

 Equip rolling stock with 
communications, e.g. GPRS  

 Build requirement into future 

procurement contracts 

Signalling Data NR NR Ongoi
ng 

  Expansion of S-Class data across 

the network to plug existing 

priority gaps (where cost 
effective) 

 Central processing of S-Class 

data so that signaller decisions 
are captured 

 Make data available in real time 

to all relevant downstream 
systems 

 Potentially to be superseded by 

TMS technology in longer term 

Operational 
Timetable 

 

TMS 30 years 

rollout 

programme – 

expect benefits 

NR TMS 7   Part of TMS migration / rollout 

 Real time interface with the 

planned timetable and defined 

interface for data inputs / 

outputs, such as customer 

timetable, GPS, legacy 

operational systems, S-Class 
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Project  Owner Funding Time 
(yrs) 

Cost 

(£m) 

Description 

by 2019 data, train occupancy 

 Ability to accommodate on-the-

day changes to the planned 

timetable - VSTP 

 Central repository of all 

operational changes, including 

re-routing, amended calling 

patterns, cancellations,  platform 

changes  

 Capture of data changes as close 
to source as possible 

 Universal and intuitive front end 
system access for controllers 

 Real time data processing 

 Make data available in real time 

to all relevant downstream 

systems 

TMS Train 
Predictions 

 

TMS 30 years 

rollout 

programme – 

expect benefits 
by 2019 

NR TMS 7+   Part of TMS migration / rollout 

 Arrival and departure predictions 

for all valid services (operational 
timetable) using all inputs 

 Real time data processing 

 Make data available in real time 

to all relevant downstream 

systems 

TOC TMS 
interface 

TOCs In-scope 3 3  Interfaces to operational 

timetable and systems to provide 
crew / rolling stock availability 

Decision Support 

Tools 

 

TMS 30 years 

rollout 

programme – 

expect benefits 

by 2019 

NR TMS 3   Part of TMS migration / rollout 

 Toolset for controllers to support 

operational decisions 

 Access to engineering works, 

freight and other network 
activities 

 Full network capacity plan with 
all operational restrictions 

 Routing and re-routing options 

 Able to support real time decision 

making 

Control & 

Operational 
Messaging 

TOCs In-Scope 3 3  Automated control messaging to 

staff (station, train and off-
infrastructure)  

 Manual messaging option for 

control to staff (during mass 

disruption)  

 Interface with the Operational 
and Customer Timetables 

Real Time 
Journey Planners 

TOCs In-Scope 2 3  Building upon current work to 

ensure that all journey planners 

are updated with the latest valid 
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Project  Owner Funding Time 
(yrs) 

Cost 

(£m) 

Description 

timetable, including the 

replacement of planned services 

with contingency timetables 

 Ensure that all journey planners 

are updated in real time to 
reflect service delays / changes 

 Provide journey alternatives / 

options during times of 

disruption 

 Integration with ticket 
purchasing  

 Ensure that all customer 

channels reflect the data in the 
journey planners 

Real Time Ticket 
Sales 

TOCs In-Scope 5 10  Building upon current work to 

ensure that all ticket systems are 

updated with the latest valid 

timetable, including the 

replacement of planned services 
with contingency timetables 

 Ensure that all ticket points of 

sale are updated in real time to 
reflect service delays / changes 

 Provide journey alternatives / 

options during times of 
disruption 

 Only sell tickets for valid services 

 Ensure that all end customers 

reflect the data in the ticket 
systems 

Darwin CIS TOCs NSIP 3   Integration of all existing 
networked CIS with Darwin 

 Ensure consistent and accurate 

information across the Darwin / 
CIS national architecture 

Standalone CIS 

systems 

TOCs In-scope 3 3  Connect standalone CIS into the 

Darwin CIS architecture 

 

Remote Stations TOCs In-scope 3 7  Install simple technology to 

provide real time passenger 

information at stations that 

currently only have static 
information 

Help Points TOCs In-Scope 3 5  Ensure that all help points are 

connected to staff with access to 

the latest information 

 Make sure that information 

accessed via help points is 
consistent with other sources 

 Upgrade of existing help points 
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Project  Owner Funding Time 
(yrs) 

Cost 

(£m) 

Description 

where required to meet a 
minimum standard 

 Service level agreements so that 

help points are answered within 
‘x’ number of rings 

Station PA TOCs In-Scope 3 5  To target priority locations  

 Integration of PA with CIS 
(where not already achieved) 

 Upgrade of PA to long-line PA 

(where not already achieved) 

 Ability for control to override 

system and communicate directly 
to passengers during disruption 

Customer 
Timetable 

TOCs In-Scope 5 5  National customer timetable 
consistent data store  

 Customer interpretation of 

operational timetable 

 Integration of Darwin with 

Knowledgebase for enhanced 

push information provision (Core 
Message) 

 Real time passenger loading 

 Integration with planned / 

operational timetable and TMS 

 Interface with all customer facing 

channels, information and 
ticketing 

 Real time data processing 

 Multi-modal interfaces, building 

on the planned link to TfL 

TrackerNet and car parking data  

 Build on Darwin CIS Project 

 Improvements to CIS to comply 

with strategy  

On-train PIS and 
PA 

TOCs In-Scope 7 30  Centrally controlled PIS and PA 

that does not require on-train 
configuration 

 Interface with the Customer 

Timetable and Darwin CIS  

 Integration of PIS and PA for 
consistency 

 Priority for driver only services  

 Real time systems with location 
based technology  

 Ability to communicate messages 

to passengers during disruption 

about their train journey and key 

interchanges 

 Option for manual override 
during mass disruption 
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Project  Owner Funding Time 
(yrs) 

Cost 

(£m) 

Description 

 Real time journey planning 
ability on train 

3rd Party 

customer 
channels 

TOCs Market Ongoi
ng 

  Data provision to the free market 

to allow suppliers to innovate 

and provide technology and the 

applications to meet customer 

information requirements 

 Geo-location technology 

 Push information services 

 Integration of information and 
ticketing 

 

Staff Information 
Tools 

TOCs In-Scope 3 10  Priority staff to be equipped with 

hand held devices or enable 

access to suitable display / tablet 

technology 

 Devices to support staff 

applications linked to real time 
systems 

 Ability for control to 

communicate directly to staff via 

appropriate messaging protocols 

Station Static 

information 
improvements 

SFO In-Scope 3 5  Train timetables, A-Z, 

Engineering and onward travel 
posters etc. 

 Wayfinding for large / complex 

stations 

o For passengers to access 
rail interchanges 

o For passengers to exit the 
station 

o To support interfaces with 

other modes, taxi, bus, 

tube 

o To support walking, 

cycling options 

o Advice and guidance to 
access station facilities 

 

Estimated Total £184M  

(Does not include contingency or cost to change TOC revenue management 

systems) 
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Appendix iii 

Summary of MVA Financial and Socio-Economic Evaluation 

Figure 20 

 

 Incremental values £m (2002 PV) 

Direct costs  

a Operating model operating costs (12.89) 

b Operating model renewal costs 5.43 

c Programme capital costs (52.85) 

d=a+b+c Sum of operating model costs (60.31) 

   

Wider costs and revenues  

e TOC operating costs 18.42 

f Passenger revenue (LENNON) 56.66 

g=e+f Sum of wider costs and 

revenues 

75.08 

   

Overall rail finances  

h=d+g Rail industry net income 14.76 

   

Socio-economic benefits  

i Passenger benefits (GJT) 138.39 

   

Appraisal indicators  

j=i Present Value of Benefits (PVB) 138.39 

k=h Present Value of Costs (PVC) 14.76 

i=j+k Net Present Value (NPV) 153.16 

m=j/(-k) Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) Fin + 
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Appendix iv 

In February 2012 the Customer Information Strategy Delivery Group reviewed the 28 

unfunded projects and determined the following categorization: 

High Priority Projects 

1) TOC TMS interface: Delivery of a standard interface to link the operational 

timetable (TMS) with TOC crew and rolling stock availability. The interface is to be 

specified by Network Rail as part of the TMS project but will require funding to 

implement. This will ensure that TOC systems are integrated so that changes on 

the day are fed into the operational timetable and consequently the customer 

timetable. This project does not cover the procurement of or changes to existing 

TOC systems.  

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a high priority project. It was 

felt that work is required to define the scope and to establish if it will speed up the 

on the day re-planning process. There will be variation across TOCs and therefore a 

minimum standard (functionality and data set) needs to be specified.  

 

2) Customer Timetable Repository: This is an upgrade of Darwin to include the 

work required to interface with TMS (operational timetable repository) and other 

real time information feeds as they come into play (CIS interchange codes, 

passenger loading, etc). The customer timetable repository will have the capacity 

and resilience to push data out to all customer-facing channels, including on-train 

passenger information systems (PIS).   

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a high priority project. 

 

3) Train Location: To capture train movement data where there is not sufficient 

coverage of automatic reporting data. The concept is to build on existing projects, 

where any fleet fitment or changes to existing on-board systems will be integrated 

with existing and planned TOC work to minimise costs and disruption.  

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a high priority project and 

recommended that it is merged with project 4 and continue as one project. This 

would then cut down the capex costs on train fitment. 

 

4) On-Train Information Systems: For on-train PIS the plan is to build on the 

existing Darwin output channels to feed real time information from the customer 

timetable repository to fleet systems building on the planned work with Thameslink 

and Southern. A standard interface will be defined to push out the data although 

the configuration of PIS will vary according to fleet type. 

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a high priority as above. 

 

5) VSTP in all Journey Planners: To ensure that all journey planners are updated 

with the latest valid timetable, including cancellations, new services and the 

introduction of contingency timetables during times of severe disruption.  
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Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a high priority project. They 

would also like to see this project cover the options to provide alternative route 

planning during disruption. 

Medium Priority Projects 

6) Real Time Station Information: The following three initiatives to be  rolled up as 

one project: 

 

a) Remote Stations: Install simple and cost effective technologies to provide real 

time information at stations that currently only have static information. 

  

b) Help Points: For priority locations build on existing /planned TOC work to 

ensure that help points are connected to control and that the information 

provided to customers via help points is consistent with other sources. 

  

c) Station PA: For priority locations build on existing / planned TOC work to 

integrate PA with CIS / control and upgrade to long line.  

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a medium priority project. It 

was noted that only certain TOCs will benefit and it is expected that over time a 

proportion of these stations will be included in CIS projects. The question over 

whether the rollout through franchise agreements this process should be speeded 

up was posed. Further work is required to establish innovative and cost effective 

technical solutions.  

 

7) Control & Operational Messaging: To provide full messaging capability for 

automated control messaging to front line staff. The messaging system will need to 

be fully integrated with stock and crew management systems and the Operational 

and Customer Timetable Repositories to ensure consistent information and 

automate existing manual data entry. 

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a medium priority project. The 

group requested that this project should look at either replacing the existing 

system or make it fit for purpose; this project should also look into the issue of 

driver communication. 

 

8) Static Station Information Improvements: To build on previous work such as 

the onward travel posters to cost effectively deliver improvements across stations. 

These measures could include standard engineering posters, A-Z and Line of Route 

timetables, apologies after disruption, wayfinding to guide passengers to 

connecting services and information on station facilities and services.  

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a medium priority project. It 

was noted that this would provide great customer benefit through standardisation, 

but that consideration was required over branding and therefore it was feasible that 

not all TOCs would want to do this. The group would decide on a definitive list of 

items to take forward. 
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9) Staff Information Tools: Provision of hand held devices and staff apps to TOC 

front line staff for them to access information quickly to relay to customers. 

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a medium priority project. This 

project needs to consider the issue of communicating to staff surrounded by 

customers, and tailored apps / devices for different stations and scenarios. 

 

10) Seat Reservations: Changes to the National Reservation System and others to 

allow much earlier seat reservations on train services. 

 

Group Assessment: This project was previously a low priority project; however, 

the group agreed that this project should be elevated to a medium priority project. 

It was agreed that this project would not look to change the current booking 

horizons; the focus should be on TOC controllers’ need to know which seats have 

been reserved when making decisions about cancellations during disruption. 

Therefore this project should focus on making the current system work better.  

Low Priority Projects 

11) Revenue Management Systems: Related to the Seat Reservations project 

regarding the changes needed to support ticket reservation requirements to enable 

tickets to be purchased further in advance. 

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this was a low priority. 

 

12) Train Occupancy Data: Equip rolling stock with passenger occupancy and train 

diagnostics equipment /software to feed data back to the operational and customer 

timetable systems.  

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a low priority project. 

 

13) Suppression of ticket sales from TVMs: To ensure that all ticket issuing 

systems have the Core message and Line of Route alerts to alert customers of 

disruption prior to purchasing their tickets.  

 

Group Assessment: The group agreed that this is a low priority. The group 

agreed it needs to look into the options to ensure that future procurement of TVMs 

include this functionality and there may be a benefit in physically relocating TVMs in 

some instances. 

 

14) Standalone Stations CIS: Integration of the small number (circa 20) of stations 

with standalone CIS with the Darwin CIS system architecture. 

 

Group Assessment: It was agreed that this is a low priority. 

Programme Management Projects 

The following projects were to be rationalised as the reduced size and complexity of the 

proposed delivery programme requires less management. 
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15) Programme Management: Reduced programme management resourcing is 

required to deliver fewer projects.  

 

16) Interoperability Standards & Specifications: Small workstream using existing 

resources required to engage regarding standards and to advise the projects on 

their interface implementations.  

 

17) Planned Systems Architecture: This work has been integrated into the above 

workstream.  

 

18) Change Management: Less change to manage so can be resourced internally by 

each TOC.  

Customer Information Strategy Development Group Members 

 Chris Gibb (Virgin Trains) 

 Chris Scoggins (National Rail Enquiries) 

 David Johnson (National Rail Enquiries) 

 Dyan Crowther (Network Rail) 

 Jason Durk (National Rail Enquiries) 

 Neil Lawson (First Capital Connect) 

 Rob Warnes (Northern Rail) 

 Tim Hedley-Jones (East Coast) 

 Tunde Olatunji (Greater Anglia) 

 

 

 

 


